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Responses to Comments from Environmental Water Caucus

EWC-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1,
“Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest, and Master
Comment Response GEN-5, “Some People Support Dam Raise and
Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
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EWC-2: Chapter 11, “Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems,” Section
11.3.3, “Direct and Indirect Effects” describes in detail the impacts and
benefits to the fisheries in the Sacramento River and Delta.
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-2, “Unsubstantiated
Information.”
EWC-3: A response to this comment is not required under NEPA
because the comment does not raise a significant environmental issue
(NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4). Many comment authors
expressed personal opinions, histories or experiences which are not
appropriately addressed as part of the NEPA process. This comment will
be included as part of the record and made available to decision makers
before a final decision on the proposed project.
This comment is related to the preliminary cost allocation analysis
completed for the Draft Feasibility Report (which was released to the
public in February 2012).
Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential
Project Financing.”
EWC-4: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
EWC-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1, “Comment
Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-6: A response to this comment is not required under NEPA
because the comment does not raise a significant environmental issue
(NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4). Many comment authors
expressed personal opinions, histories or experiences which are not
appropriately addressed as part of the NEPA process. This comment will
be included as part of the record and made available to decision makers
before a final decision on the proposed project.
This comment is related to the preliminary cost allocation analysis
completed for the Draft Feasibility Report (which was released to the
public in February 2012). Please refer to Master Comment Response
COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing.”
EWC-7: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1, “Comment
Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-8: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act Report,” Master Comment Response
DSFISH-3, “Fish Habitat Restoration,” Master Comment Response
DSFISH-8, “National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan,
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Anadromous Fish Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological
Opinions.”
EWC-9: Reclamation acknowledges that there are multiple stressors to
anadromous fish populations that the project does not - and cannot address, and that the project alone is not sufficient to ensure the viability
of anadromous fish populations. However, the project does provide
benefits to fish at critical times, and as such could be an important part
of the larger restoration effort. In particular, modeling results show that
CP4 provides significant benefits to anadromous fish in critical and dry
years, when Chinook populations are at greatest risk of temperature
related mortality. By increasing production in these years, relative to the
base conditions, the risk of extirpation of listed species is greatly
reduced, and the project therefore provides a significant benefit to the
species/run.
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-2, “Unsubstantiated
Information.”
EWC-10: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs to
project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. A
response to this comment is not required under NEPA because the
comment does not raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA
Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4(b)). As described in Master Comment
Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,” an updated cost
allocation was included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report. This
comment was included as part of the record and made available to
decision makers before a final decision on the proposed project.
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available
Information.”
EWC-11: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs to
project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. Per,
NEPA 40 CFR 1502.23, “…the weighing of the merits and drawbacks
of the various alternatives need not be displayed in a monetary costbenefit analysis and should not be when there are important qualitative
considerations.” Accordingly, the DEIS does not identify a most “cost
effective” alternative. As described in Master Comment Response
COST/BEN-2, “Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,”
and Master Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project
Financing,” updated evaluations related to economic feasibility and cost
allocation was included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report. A
response to this comment is not required under NEPA because the
comment does not raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA
Regulations 40 CFR 1503.4(b)). This comment will be included as part
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of the record and made available to decision makers before a final
decision on the proposed project.
EWC-12: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-1,
“Eligibility of the McCloud River as a Federal Wild and Scenic River,”
and Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The Shasta-Trinity National
Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of the McCloud River as a
Wild and Scenic River.”
EWC-13: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-6,
“Protections of the Lower McCloud River as Identified in the California
Public Resources Code, Section 5093.542.”
EWC-14: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-8,
“Native American Connection to Salmon.”
EWC-15: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range
of Alternatives General,” Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose
and Need and Objectives.”
EWC-16: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment
Response P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and Objectives.”
EWC-17: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-18: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-19: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” and Master
Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available Information.”
EWC-20: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-21: All operations simulation modeling in the DEIS was
performed with the latest version of the CalSim-II simulation model, the
best available tool for modeling joint CVP/SWP system operations in
California. The assumptions in the modeling used in support of this
document included the NMFS 2009 BO and Conference Opinion on the
Long-Term Operations of the CVP and SWP (2009 NMFS BO) and
USFWS 2008 Formal Endangered Species Act Consultation on the
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Proposed Coordinated Operations of the CVP and SWP (2008 USFWS
Biological Opinion (BO)) as well as the most recent versions of all other
regulatory conditions. Specific details of the assumptions included in
the CalSim-II modeling are included in the Modeling Appendix. In the
modeling many other water supply and water quality requirements must
be met to allow exports. Delta wide requirements are met with the
additional releases from the enlarged Shasta reservoir allowing
additional pumping. The results of this modeling include the system
response to the project including changes in reservoir storages, releases,
stream flows, and Delta exports. These results are summarized in the
EIS Chapter 6, “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water Management,”
Section 6.3.1, “Environmental Consequences and Mitigation Measures,”
and text with full results included in the Modeling Appendix.
EWC-22: None of the action alternatives evaluated in the DEIS would
have any effect on the water transfer program between north of Delta
and south of Delta contractors and therefore is not evaluated in the
DEIS.
EWC-23: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record,” and Master Comment
Response GEN-5, “Some People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose
Dam Raise.”
EWC-24: Comment noted.
Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS
and Process to Determine Federal Interest.”
EWC-25: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1,
“Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest,” Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-3, “Estimated Increased Water Supply
Reliability Under Action Alternatives,” Master Comment Response
WSR-1, “Water Supply Demands, Supplies, and Project Benefits,” and
Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and
Objectives.”
EWC-26: Please refer to Master Comment Response WSR-1, “Water
Supply Demands, Supplies, and Project Benefits.”
EWC-27: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-28: The CVP operates in conjunction with the SWP according to
the Coordinated Operations Agreement (COA) between Reclamation
and DWR, which is described in the DEIS Chapter 6, “Hydrology,
Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section 6.2, “Regulatory
Framework.” As described in the DEIS, COA defines how Reclamation
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and DWR share their joint responsibility of meeting Delta water quality
standards and the water demands of senior water right holders, and how
the agencies share surplus flows. Operations related to the Joint Point of
Diversion (JPOD), referring to the CVP and SWP use of each other’s
pumping facilities in the south Delta, are also described in DEIS Chapter
6, “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section 6.2,
“Regulatory Framework.” DWR prepares State Water Project Delivery
Reliability Reports that are updated biannually and published on DWR’s
Bay-Delta Office website at
http://baydeltaoffice.water.ca.gov/swpreliability/. The most recent
finalized version of this report is the “State Water Project Final Delivery
Reliability Report 2011,” which was released in June 2012. As described
in the SWP Reliability Report and evidenced by COA and the JPOD,
Reclamation and DWR work closely to coordinate their operations to
make the most efficient use of the common water supply available to the
CVP and SWP to meet regulatory requirements and optimize delivery
capability for both projects.
EWC-29: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1,
“Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest,” and Master
Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and Objectives.”
EWC-30: Effects to Chinook salmon, including beneficial effects, are
discussed in EIS Chapter 11, “Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems,”
Section 11.3.3, “Direct and Indirect Effects.” As described in the EIS, all
action alternatives would generally result in improved flow and water
temperature conditions for Chinook salmon in the upper Sacramento
River downstream from Shasta Dam. This would benefit anadromous
fish survival in the upper Sacramento River. Potential benefits of
SLWRI action alternatives are described in EIS Chapter 2,
“Alternatives,” Section 2.3, “Action Alternatives,” and Section 2.5,
“Summary of Potential Benefits of Action Alternatives.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2, “Alternative
Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” and Master Comment
Response ALTR-1, “Range of Alternatives General,” Master Comment
Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report,” and
Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS and Process to
Determine Federal Interest.”
EWC-31: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment
Response ALTD-2, “Alternative Development- Anadromous Fish
Survival,” Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and
Objectives,” Master Comment Response ALTS-1, “Alternative
Selection,” Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS
and Process to Determine Federal Interest,” and Master Comment
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Response WSR-1, “Water Supply Demands, Supplies, and Project
Benefits.”
EWC-32: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions,” and
Master Comment Response GEN-7, “Rules and Regulations for Water
Operations under Action Alternatives.”
EWC-33: Water supply reliability benefits of each action alternative
were estimated using CalSim-II, which is the best tool available, using
standard methodologies that are consistent with the current regulatory
framework. For information related to the CalSim-II model used for
evaluations in the EIS, please see EIS Chapter 6, “Hydrology,
Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section 6.3.1, “Methods and
Assumptions,” and the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.”
Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-2, “Fisheries
Models and Tools,” and Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best
Available Information.”
EWC-34: Per, NEPA 40 CFR 1502.23, “…the weighing of the merits
and drawbacks of the various alternatives need not be displayed in a
monetary cost-benefit analysis and should not be when there are
important qualitative considerations. Accordingly, the Draft EIS does
not identify a “most cost effective” alternative. A response to this
comment is not required under NEPA because the comment does not
raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part
1503.4). As described in Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2 “Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” evaluations
related to economic feasibility was included in the SLWRI Final
Feasibility Report. This comment was included as part of the record and
made available to decision makers before a final decision on the
proposed project.
Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2, “Comments
Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report.”
EWC-35: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs to
project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. A response
to this comment is not required under NEPA because the comment does
not raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA Regulations 40 CFR
Part 1503.4(b)). As described in Master Comment Response
COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,” an updated cost allocation
was included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report. This comment was
included as part of the record and made available to decision makers
before a final decision on the proposed project.
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Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2, “Comments
Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” and Master Comment
Response ALTS-1, “Alternative Selection.”
EWC-36: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions,” and
Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination
Act Report.”
EWC-37: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act Report.”
EWC-38: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment
Response ALTD-2, “Alternative Development- Anadromous Fish
Survival,” Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range of Alternatives
General,” Master Comment Response ALTS-1, “Alternative Selection,”
Master Comment Response DSFISH-3, “Fish Habitat Restoration,”
Master Comment Response DSFISH-4, “Maintaining Sacramento River
Flows to Meet Fish Needs and Regulatory Requirements,” Master
Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Report,” and Master Comment Response DSFISH-8, “National Marine
Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish Restoration Program
Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions.”
EWC-39: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish
and Wildlife Coordination Act Report.”
EWC-40: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions,” Master
Comment Response DSFISH-4, “Maintaining Sacramento River Flows
to Meet Fish Needs and Regulatory Requirements,” and Master
Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act
Report.”
EWC-41: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions,” Master
Comment Response DSFISH-2, “Fisheries Models and Tools,” and
Master Comment Response REC-9, “Relationship Between Recreation
and Shasta Lake Water Levels.”
EWC-42: CP4 and CP4A are alternatives with a dedicated cold water
pool. A detailed discussion on management of the cold-water pool for
anadromous fish is presented in Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3.6,
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“CP4 and CP4A – 18.5-Foot Dam Raise, Anadromous Fish Focus with
Water Supply Reliability.” It is explained in the EIS that Reclamation
would work cooperatively with the SRTTG (Sacramento River
Temperature Task Group) to determine the best use of the cold-water
pool each year under an adaptive cold water management plan.
Reclamation would manage the cold-water pool and operate Shasta Dam
each year based on recommendations from the SRTTG. Because
adaptive management is predicated on using best available science and
new information to make decisions, a monitoring program would be
implemented as part of the adaptive management plan. SRTTG
members would conduct monitoring, develop monitoring protocols, and
set performance standards to determine the success of adaptive
management actions.”
EWC-43: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-5,
“Potential Project Financing,” and Master Comment Response GEN-4,
“Best Available Information.”
EWC-44: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2,
“Alternative Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” Master
Comment Response FISHPASS-1, “Fish Passage Above Shasta Dam,”
and Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife
Coordination Act Report.”
EWC-45: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
EWC-46: All operations simulation modeling in the DEIS was
performed with the latest version of the CalSim-II simulation model, the
best available tool for modeling joint CVP/SWP system operations in
California. For information related to the CalSim-II model used for
evaluations in the EIS, please see EIS Chapter 6, “Hydrology,
Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section 6.3.1, “Methods and
Assumptions,” and the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.”
While it is impossible to accurately predict the future the “modeled”
results of any specific simulation, as included in the analysis, represent
the best available set of anticipated system operations under the assumed
set of hydrology, water demands, physical facilities, and regulatory
conditions included in the simulation.
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available
Information,” and Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range of
Alternatives General.”
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EWC-47: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” and Master
Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available Information.”
EWC-48: CALSIM is the best available tool to represent CVP/SWP
operations. Operations modeling was performed using the CalSim II
simulation model, the best available tool for predicting CVP/SWP
system-wide water operations. Details on the CalSim II model and the
assumptions included in all simulations can be found in the Modeling
Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.” The CalSim-II model includes
simulation of Trinity and Lewiston Lakes and the Clear Creek diversion
from Lewiston Lake to the Sacramento River basin. Table 6-7 in
Chapter 6, "Hydrology, Hydraulics and Water Management," shows
changes in Trinity River flows simulated using CalSim-II, under the
project alternatives in both existing and future conditions. On a longterm average basis, there would be a marginal increase in Trinity River
flows under the project alternatives as shown in Table 6-7. For detailed
information on project operational impacts to fisheries in the Trinity
River please review Section 11.3.3, “Direct and Indirect Effects” in
Chapter 11, “Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems.”
EWC-49: Comment noted.
EWC-50: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2,
“Alternative Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” and Master
Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range of Alternatives General.”
EWC-51: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment
Response ALTD-2, “Alternative Development –Anadromous Fish
Survival,” and Master Comment Response GEN-1, “Comment Included
as Part of the Record.”
EWC-52: Each of the alternatives provide benefits, to varying degrees,
to anadromous fish in critical and dry years, when Chinook populations
are at greatest risk of mortality. By increasing production in these years,
relative to the base conditions, the risk of extirpation of listed species is
reduced. In addition, the alternatives development process considered
multiple additional proposals for improving conditions for anadromous
fish. Refer to Chapter 11, “Fisheries and Aquatic Ecosystems,” Section
11.3.3, “Direct and Indirect Effects” for additional details.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2, “Alternative
Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” Master Comment Response
DSFISH-3, “Fish Habitat Restoration,” and Master Comment Response
DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report.”
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EWC-53: The SLWRI has two primary coequal objectives that must be
met, and neither must impede or harm the other objective. While the
SLWRI is not the only way to improve anadromous fish survival, the
most efficient way to meet both primary objectives is to enlarge Shasta
Reservoir. Under the SLWRI, Shasta Reservoir cannot be reoperated to
benefit anadromous fisheries without impacting water supply reliability,
and vice versa.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2, “Alternative
Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” Master Comment Response
P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and Objectives,” and, Master Comment
Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act Report.”
EWC-54: Shasta will continue to be operated under the required
guidelines, as defined in the NMFS 2009 BO that includes working with
the four Fisheries and Operation Technical Teams (including the
Sacramento River Temperature Task Group) responsible for adjusting
operations to meet contractual obligations for water deliveries and to
minimize adverse effects on listed anadromous fish species. These
groups provide recommendations to the Water Operations Management
Team (WOMT), which then considers recommendations from multiple
work teams to inform changes in water operations.
The SLWRI has two primary coequal objectives that must be met, and
neither must impede or harm the other objective. While the SLWRI is
not the only way to improve anadromous fish survival, the most efficient
way to meet both primary objectives is to enlarge Shasta Reservoir.
Under the SLWRI, Shasta Reservoir cannot be reoperated to benefit
anadromous fisheries without impacting water supply reliability, and
vice versa.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2, “Alternative
Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” Master Comment Response
ALTR-1, “Range of Alternatives General.”
EWC-55: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record,” Master Comment Response
GEN-4, “Best Available Information,” and Master Comment Response
ALTS-1, “Alternative Selection.”
EWC-56: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The
Shasta-Trinity National Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of
the McCloud River as a Wild and Scenic River,” Master Comment
Response WASR-8, “Effects to the Eligibility of Rivers for Inclusion in
the Federal Wild and Scenic River System,” and Master Comment
Response WASR-6, “Protections of the Lower McCloud River as
Identified in the California Public Resources Code, Section 5093.542.”
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EWC-57: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-8, “Effects
to the Eligibility of Rivers for Inclusion in the Federal Wild and Scenic
River System.”
EWC-58: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-1,
“Eligibility of the McCloud River as a Federal Wild and Scenic River,”
and Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The Shasta-Trinity National
Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of the McCloud River as a
Wild and Scenic River.”
EWC-59: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-8, “Effects
to the Eligibility of Rivers for Inclusion in the Federal Wild and Scenic
River System.”
EWC-60: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-8, “Effects
to the Eligibility of Rivers for Inclusion in the Federal Wild and Scenic
River System.”
EWC-61: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-1,
“Eligibility of the McCloud River as a Federal Wild and Scenic River.”
EWC-62: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best
Available Information.”
EWC-63: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The
Shasta-Trinity National Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of
the McCloud River as a Wild and Scenic River,” and Master Comment
Response WASR-4, “CRMP’s Responsibilities to Maintain the ORVs of
the McCloud River.”
EWC-64: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-1,
“Eligibility of the McCloud River as a Federal Wild and Scenic River,”
Master Comment Response GEN-2, “Unsubstantiated Information.”
EWC-65: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The
Shasta-Trinity National Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of
the McCloud River as a Wild and Scenic River,” and Master Comment
Response WASR-4, “CRMP’s Responsibilities to Maintain the ORVs of
the McCloud River.”
EWC-66: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-3, “The
Shasta-Trinity National Forest LRMP and Protection of the Eligibility of
the McCloud River as a Wild and Scenic River,” and Master Comment
Response WASR-4, “CRMP’s Responsibilities to Maintain the ORVs of
the McCloud River.”
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EWC-67: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-6,
“Protections of the Lower McCloud River as Identified in the California
Public Resources Code, Section 5093.542.”
EWC-68: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-1,
“Eligibility of the McCloud River as a Federal Wild and Scenic River,”
and Master Comment Response CMS-1, “EIS Mitigation Plan.”
EWC-69: Please refer to Master Comment Response WASR-6,
“Protections of the Lower McCloud River as Identified in the California
Public Resources Code, Section 5093.542.”
EWC-70: A response to this comment is not required under NEPA
because the comment does not raise a significant environmental issue
(NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4). Many comment authors
expressed personal opinions, histories or experiences which are not
appropriately addressed as part of the NEPA process. This comment will
be included as part of the record and made available to decision makers
before a final decision on the proposed project.
EWC-71: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-5,
“Environmental Justice.”
EWC-72: Please refer to Master Comment Response EJ-1, “Potential
Effects to Disadvantaged Communities.”
EWC-73: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-5,
“Environmental Justice,” and Master Comment Response CR-15,
“National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultations.”
EWC-74: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-3, “Current
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-2,
“Federal Recognition.”
EWC-75: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition,” Master Comment Response CR-3, “Current Effects to
Cultural Resources,” Master Comment Response CR-8, “Native
American Connection to Salmon,” and Master Comment Response CR11, “Cultural Resources and NEPA.”
EWC-76: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-3, “Current
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-2,
“Federal Recognition.”
EWC-77: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition.”
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EWC-78: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-3, “Current
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-2,
“Federal Recognition.”
EWC-79: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-3, “Current
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-2,
“Federal Recognition.”
EWC-80: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition,” and Master Comment Response CR-5, “Environmental
Justice.”
EWC-81: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition,” and Master Comment Response CR-15, “National
Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultations.”
EWC-82: Chapter 1, “Introduction,” Section 1.6, “Areas of
Controversy,” of the DEIS acknowledges that Native American
concerns and cultural resources remain an area of controversy. The
Record of Decision on the SLWRI will include the plan formulation
evaluation as well as the FEIS, comments on the DEIS and responses to
comments on the DEIS. The decision-maker will have a full picture of
the public interests involved in the selection of an alternative to
recommend to Congress for authorization.
As stated in Chapter 1, “Introduction,” Section 1.1.1, “Project Purpose
andObjectives” of the Final EIS, the Project purpose is to improve
operational flexibility of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed
system to meet specified primary and secondary project objectives
including increasing survival of anadromous fish populations in the
Sacramento River and increasing water supply and water supply
reliability for agricultural, M&I, and environmental purposes, to help
meet current and future water demands (primary objectives); and to
conserve, restore and enhance ecosystem resources in the Shasta Lake
area and the upper Sacramento River, reduce flood damage downstream,
develop additional hydropower generation capabilities at Shasta Dam,
maintain and increase recreation opportunities at Shasta Lake and
maintain or improve water quality conditions downstream (secondary
objectives). The DEIS examines the full range of impacts on the human
environment of five action alternatives and a no action alternative.
Chapter 14, “Cultural Resources” identifies impacts from inundation of
Traditional Cultural Properties and Sacred Land Filings, which include
Winnemem Wintu places of traditional, ceremonial, and sacred uses. See
“Impact Culture-2” in Section 14.3.4, “Mitigation Measures” for
“CP1,” “CP2,” “CP3,” “CP4,” and “CP5,” which are identified as
significant and unavoidable, with no feasible mitigation identified.
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Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-8, “Native American
Connection to Salmon,” and Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition.”
EWC-83: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-15,
“National Historic Preservation Act Section 106 Consultations.”
EWC-84: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-6, “United
Nations Declaration on “The Rights of Indigenous Peoples.”
EWC-85: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-5,
“Environmental Justice.”
EWC-86: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-6,
“United Nations Declaration on “The Rights of Indigenous Peoples.”
EWC-87: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources.”
EWC-88: Chapter 1, “Introduction,” Section 1.6, “Areas of
Controversy,” of the DEIS acknowledges that Native American
concerns and cultural resources remain an area of controversy. The
Record of Decision on the SLWRI will include the plan formulation
evaluation as well as the FEIS, comments on the DEIS and responses to
comments on the DEIS. The decision-maker will have a full picture of
the public interests involved in the selection of an alternative to
recommend to Congress for authorization.
As stated in Chapter 1, “Introduction,” Section 1.1.1, “Project Purpose
Objectives” of the Final EIS, the Project purpose is to improve
operational flexibility of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta watershed
system to meet specified primary and secondary project objectives
including increasing survival of anadromous fish populations in the
Sacramento River and increasing water supply and water supply
reliability for agricultural, M&I, and environmental purposes, to help
meet current and future water demands (primary objectives); and to
conserve, restore and enhance ecosystem resources in the Shasta Lake
area and the upper Sacramento River, reduce flood damage downstream,
develop additional hydropower generation capabilities at Shasta Dam,
maintain and increase recreation opportunities at Shasta Lake and
maintain or improve water quality conditions downstream (secondary
objectives). The DEIS examines the full range of impacts on the human
environment of five action alternatives and a no action alternative.
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Chapter 14, “Cultural Resources” identifies impacts from inundation of
Traditional Cultural Properties and Sacred Land Filings, which include
Winnemem Wintu places of traditional, ceremonial, and sacred uses. See
“Impact Culture-2” in Section 14.3.4, “Mitigation Measures” for “CP1,”
“CP2,” “CP3,” “CP4,” and “CP5,” which are identified as significant
and unavoidable, with no feasible mitigation identified.
Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-5, “Environmental
Justice.”
EWC-89: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-11,
“Cultural Resources and NEPA.”
EWC-90: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-5,
“Environmental Justice.”
EWC-91: The Botanical Resources and Wetlands Technical Report and
Chapter 12, “Botanical Resources and Wetlands,” include updated
information on Shasta snow-wreath. Surveys were completed to map
population sizes and locations to accurately quantify the impacts to
Shasta snow-wreath populations from the dam raise and lake inundation.
Chapter 12, Section 12.3.4, “Direct and Indirect Effects,” Impact Bot-2:
Loss of MSCS Covered Species and Impact BOT-3: Loss of USFS
Sensitive, BLM Sensitive, or CRPR Species include the analysis of
impacts to Shasta snow-wreath. Mitigation measures were developed in
cooperation with the USFWS, USFS, and BLM, and were updated in
Section 12.3.5, “Mitigation Measures,” of the EIS.
The Wildlife Resources Technical Report – Attachment 10, “Terrestrial
Mollusk Survey Report,” contains information on terrestrial mollusk
surveys including the level of effort, methods, and results. In Chapter
13, “Wildlife Resources,” of the EIS, Section 13.3.4, “Direct and
Indirect Effects,” Impact Wild-12: Impacts on Special-Status Mollusks
(Shasta Sideband, Wintu Sideband, Shasta Chaparral, and Shasta
Hesperian) and Their Habitat includes the analysis of impacts to specialstatus terrestrial mollusks. In addition, the EIS was revised to enhance
the impact analysis and mitigation measures in Section 13.3.5 for
special-status terrestrial mollusks.
The Wildlife Resources Technical Report Attachment 3, “Breeding Bird
Survey Results – Breeding Bird Surveys 2007-2014,” includes
information on purple martin surveys including the level of survey
effort, methods, and results. The Wildlife Resources Technical report
was revised to enhance the discussion of purple martin. In Chapter 13,
“Wildlife Resources,” of the EIS, Section 13.3.4, “Direct and Indirect
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Effects,” Impact Wild-7: Impact on the Purple Martin and its Nesting
Habitat includes the revised analysis of impacts to purple martin. In
addition, the EIS was revised to enhance the mitigation measures in
Section 13.3.5 for purple martin and its nesting habitat.
Impact Wild-1: Take and Loss of Habitat for the Shasta Salamander in
Chapter 13 addresses impacts to Shasta Salamander. In the Final EIS,
mitigation measures were enhanced to reduce impacts to Shasta
salamander. Where surveys for special status species have not been
completed to meet established protocols, Reclamation's approach is to
assume presence of these species within areas of potential habitat. The
Final EIS was revised to include an enhanced discussion of the affected
environment, impact analysis, and mitigation measures.
The Botanical Resources and Wetlands Technical Report Attachment 6,
“Botanical Survey Report 2002-2014,” includes information on Shasta
snow-wreath (Neviusia cliftonii) and Shasta huckleberry (Vaccinium sp.)
surveys.
EWC-92: Chapter 7, “Water Quality,” and the associated Water Quality
Technical; Report provide a comprehensive discussion of the nature and
location of historic mining activities and existing features as they relate
to heavy metals and other water quality constituents. Under the NoAction Alternative, the existing mine drainage issues will continue
consistent with abatement efforts of land owners and managers. With
the exception of an isolated area near the Bully Hill mine complex, there
are no abandoned or active mines that would be subject to inundation or
disturbance if the SLWRI project is authorized.
The discussion of fisheries impacts in Chapter 11, “Fisheries and
Aquatic Ecosystems,” referenced by the commenter is specific to
impacts to cold water habitat. Discussion of water quality impacts on
beneficial uses (e.g., cold water habitat) is provided in Chapter 7,
“Water Quality,” specifically Impacts WQ-3 and WQ-6.
EWC-93: Please refer to Master Comment Response EI-1, “Intent of
NEPA Process to Provide Fair and Full Discussion of Significant
Environmental Impacts.”
EWC-94: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-5,
“Potential Project Financing.”
EWC-95: This comment is related to historical CVP repayment and
potential project beneficiaries’ payment capacity. Please see Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing.”
EWC-96: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
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EWC-97: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-98: Please refer to Master Comment Response EI-1, “Intent of
NEPA Process to Provide Fair and Full Discussion of Significant
Environmental Impacts,” Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record,” and Master Comment
Response CMS-1 “EIS Mitigation Plan.”
EWC-99: Please refer to Master Comment Response CMS-1, “EIS
Mitigation Plan,” and Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal
Recognition.”
EWC-100: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-4,
“Relocation of Recreation Facilities.”
EWC-101: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-9,
“Relationship Between Recreation and Shasta Lake Water Levels.”
EWC-102: A detailed discussion on management of the cold-water pool
for anadromous fish is presented in Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section
2.3.6, “CP4 and CP4A – 18.5-Foot Dam Raise, Anadromous Fish Focus
with Water Supply Reliability.” It is explained that Reclamation would
work cooperatively with the SRTTG (Sacramento River Temperature
Task Group) to determine the best use of the cold-water pool each year
under an adaptive cold water management plan. Reclamation would
manage the cold-water pool and operate Shasta Dam each year based on
recommendations from the SRTTG. Because adaptive management is
predicated on using best available science and new information to make
decisions, a monitoring program would be implemented as part of the
adaptive management plan. SRTTG members would conduct
monitoring, develop monitoring protocols, and set performance
standards to determine the success of adaptive management actions.
Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8, “National Marine
Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish Restoration Program
Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions.”
EWC-103: The No-Action Alternative and action alternatives do not
include changes to existing CVP or SWP contract terms or existing
water rights. SLWRI does not supersede existing laws or regulations and
does not exempt any actions from compliance with applicable laws,
including NEPA or ESA. The Federal, State, and local regulatory
framework for the SLWRI is generally described in Chapter 3,
“Considerations for Describing Affected Environment and
Environmental Consequences,” Section 3.4, “Regulatory Framework,”
of the DEIS. Chapters 4-25 contain more detailed discussions of the
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“Regulatory Framework” by resource area. In addition, Chapter 26,
“Other Required Disclosures,” further describes the Federal and State
laws, rules and regulations, Executive Orders, and compliance
requirements that may be required if an alternative is selected for
implementation.
EWC-104: The number of facilities affected can be found in the DEIS
Chapter 18, “Public Access and Recreation,” Table 18-4, 18-7, and 18-9
“Talley of Shasta Lake Recreation Facilities Substantially Affected by
(CP1-CP3)” respectively. Recreation facility relocation would occur to
coincide with the filling of the enlarged lake to minimize recreation
facilities outages. While there may be short periods of outages at a
particular facility, these outages would be planned such that at least one
or more of each type of facility would remain open at any one time.
Mitigation Measure REC-2 “Provide Information About and Improve
Alternate Recreation Access and Opportunities to Mitigate the
Temporary Loss of Recreation Access and Opportunities During
Construction at Shasta Dam” would allow for notification to the public
of outages during construction. Overall, short –term construction
impacts are balanced against the long-term improvement in recreation
opportunities to provide an increase in recreation opportunities at a cost
of some disruption during constructing and filling of an enlarged Shasta
Lake. After the project is completed the reservoir fluctuation will remain
similar to current conditions.
Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-9, “Relationship
Between Recreation and Shasta Lake Water Levels,” Master Comment
Response RAH-1, “Available Water to Fill an Enlarged Reservoir,” and
Master Comment Response RAH-2, “Reservoir Surface Area with
Reservoir Enlargement.”
EWC-105: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-3, “Effects
to Tourism at Shasta Lake,” Master Comment Response SOCIOECON1, “Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake Vicinity,” and Master
Comment Response REC-1, “Effects to Recreation at Shasta Lake.”
EWC-106: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-1, “Effects
to Recreation at Shasta Lake.”
EWC-107: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-108: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan.”
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EWC-109: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-110: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-111: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-112: Chapter 2, "Alternatives," describes the baselines for
comparison. Multiple baselines are used to allow for informed decisionmaking by describing the 1) differences in the no-action/no-project
alternative as compared to the action alternatives and 2) existing
conditions as compared to the action alternatives. Efforts were made to
simplify the document as much as feasible while meeting the needs to
disclose environmental effects to the extent required to meet current
legal requirements for full disclosure, including multiple baselines.
Please refer to Master Comment Response CEQA-1, “CEQA
Compliance.”
EWC-113: Please refer to Master Comment Response CEQA-1,
“CEQA Compliance.”
EWC-114: Please refer to Master Comment Response CEQA-1,
“CEQA Compliance.”
EWC-115: Comment noted.
EWC-116: Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1,
“Interrelationship Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River
Flows, and Delta Exports.”
EWC-117: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-118: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta Conservation Plan Too
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Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative Cumulative Analysis in
SLWRI EIS.”
EWC-119: The purpose of this EIS is to disclose and evaluate potential
impacts to the environment from project implementation. In the Delta
the environment is the flow and salinity at any given time and location
and not the source of the water molecules that happen to be present.
The Sacramento- San Joaquin delta is a complex system of interconnected channels. These channels are hydraulically connected with
flows driven by inflows from the Sacramento, San Joaquin and other
rivers and streams, CVP/SWP and numerous other in-delta exports, and
ocean tidal stage from the outlet to the Pacific Ocean. A mass balance
analysis of CalSim-II results shows that Sacramento River water is
frequently exported, particularly in July-December when exports are
relatively high, and San Joaquin River flows are relatively low. The
citation provided (“Using Particle Tracking to Indicate Delta Residence
Time”) also shows that Sacramento River water passing by Freeport is
exported, both supporting the fact that the Sacramento River is
hydraulically connected to the entire delta, including the South delta and
the CVP/SWP export pumps. The existing flow and salinity standards
recognize this fact and do not specify the source of the water molecules
at any specific location only that the molecules that are at that location
meet the standards and provide the desired level of protection to the
ecosystem.
All system operations modeling was performed using the CalSim II
CVP/SWP simulation model, the best available tool for predicting
system-wide water operations throughout the Central Valley. Details on
the CalSim-II model and the assumptions included in all simulations can
be found in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.” As
described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II,” the
CalSim-II model includes an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that is
based on the DSM2 simulation model, the best available model of the
hydrodynamic and salinity conditions in the Delta. DSM2 is also
described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 7, “Delta Hydrodynamic
Model.” In the ANN, as in DSM2, additional inflows from the
Sacramento River and the CVP/SWP exports from the south Delta affect
flows and salinities throughout the delta. This process recognizes and
applies the hydraulic connectivity between the delta channels to
determine system operations that meet the flow and salinity standards at
all location in the delta.
The results of the analysis show that additional Sacramento River inflow
from Shasta Reservoir enlargement allows for increases in exports while
still meeting all applicable flow, salinity, and stage requirements at
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various locations throughout the Delta, and maintaining the level of
protection implicit in the formulation of the standards.
Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1, “Interrelationship
Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River Flows, and Delta
Exports.”
EWC-120: The purpose of this EIS is to disclose and evaluate potential
impacts to the environment from project implementation. In the Delta
the environment is the flow and salinity at any given time and location
and not the source of the water molecules that happen to be present. The
referenced studies do not address the overall hydrodynamics and salinity
of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta system, the studies simply address
of the issue of the source of the specific water molecules that make up
the CVP and SWP exports. This type of analysis was not performed in
support of the EIS as it is not relevant to the impact analysis.
The Sacramento- San Joaquin Delta is a complex system of interconnected channels. These channels are hydraulically connected with
flows driven by inflows from the Sacramento, San Joaquin and other
rivers and streams, CVP/SWP and numerous other in-delta exports, and
ocean tidal stage from the outlet to the Pacific Ocean. A mass balance
analysis of CalSim-II results shows that Sacramento River water is
frequently exported, particularly in July-December when exports are
relatively high, and San Joaquin River flows are relatively low. The
citation provided (“Using Particle Tracking to Indicate Delta Residence
Time”) also shows that Sacramento River water passing by Freeport is
exported, both supporting the fact that the Sacramento River is
hydraulically connected to the entire delta, including the South delta and
the CVP/SWP export pumps. The existing flow and salinity standards
recognize this fact and do not specify the source of the water molecules
at any specific location only that the molecules that are at that location
meet the standards and provide the desired level of protection to the
ecosystem.
All system operations modeling was performed using the CalSim II
CVP/SWP simulation model, the best available tool for predicting
system-wide water operations throughout the Central Valley. Details on
the CalSim-II model and the assumptions included in all simulations can
be found in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.” As
described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II,” the
CalSim-II model includes an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that is
based on the DSM2 simulation model, the best available model of the
hydrodynamic and salinity conditions in the Delta. DSM2 is also
described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 7, “Delta Hydrodynamic
Model.” In the ANN, as in DSM2, additional inflows from the
Sacramento River and the CVP/SWP exports from the south delta affect
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flows and salinities throughout the delta. This process recognizes and
applies the hydraulic connectivity between the delta channels to
determine system operations that meet the flow and salinity standards at
all location in the delta.
The results of the analysis show that additional Sacramento River inflow
from Shasta Reservoir enlargement allows for increases in exports while
still meeting all applicable flow, salinity, and stage requirements at
various locations throughout the Delta, and maintaining the level of
protection implicit in the formulation of the standards.
Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1, “Interrelationship
Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River Flows, and Delta
Exports.”
EWC-121: The purpose of this EIS is to disclose and evaluate potential
impacts to the environment from project implementation. In the Delta
the environment is the flow and salinity at any given time and location
and not the source of the water molecules that happen to be present.
The Sacramento- San Joaquin delta is a complex system of interconnected channels. These channels are hydraulically connected with
flows driven by inflows from the Sacramento, San Joaquin and other
rivers and streams, CVP/SWP and numerous other in-delta exports, and
ocean tidal stage from the outlet to the Pacific Ocean. A mass balance
analysis of CalSim-II results shows that Sacramento River water is
frequently exported, particularly in July-December when exports are
relatively high, and San Joaquin River flows are relatively low. The
citation provided (“Using Particle Tracking to Indicate Delta Residence
Time”) also shows that Sacramento River water passing by Freeport is
exported, both supporting the fact that the Sacramento River is
hydraulically connected to the entire delta, including the South delta and
the CVP/SWP export pumps. The existing flow and salinity standards
recognize this fact and do not specify the source of the water molecules
at any specific location only that the molecules that are at that location
meet the standards and provide the desired level of protection to the
ecosystem.
All system operations modeling was performed using the CalSim II
CVP/SWP simulation model, the best available tool for predicting
system-wide water operations throughout the Central Valley. Details on
the CalSim-II model and the assumptions included in all simulations can
be found in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II.” As
described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 2, “CalSim-II,” the
CalSim-II model includes an Artificial Neural Network (ANN) that is
based on the DSM2 simulation model, the best available model of the
hydrodynamic and salinity conditions in the Delta. DSM2 is also
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described in the Modeling Appendix, Chapter 7, “Delta Hydrodynamic
Model.” In the ANN, as in DSM2, additional inflows from the
Sacramento River and the CVP/SWP exports from the south delta affect
flows and salinities throughout the delta. This process recognizes and
applies the hydraulic connectivity between the delta channels to
determine system operations that meet the flow and salinity standards at
all location in the delta.
The results of the analysis show that additional Sacramento River inflow
from Shasta Reservoir enlargement allows for increases in exports while
still meeting all applicable flow, salinity, and stage requirements at
various locations throughout the Delta, and maintaining the level of
protection implicit in the formulation of the standards.
Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1, “Interrelationship
Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River Flows, and Delta
Exports.”
EWC-122: Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1,
“Interrelationship Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River
Flows, and Delta Exports.”
EWC-123: Please refer to Master Comment Response TA-1,
“Interrelationship Between Shasta Dam Operations, San Joaquin River
Flows, and Delta Exports.”
EWC-124: All operations simulation modeling in the DEIS was
performed with the latest version of the CalSim-II simulation model, the
best available tool for modeling joint CVP/SWP system operations in
California. The assumptions in the modeling used in support of this
document included the 2008/2009 BO's as well as the most recent
versions of all other regulatory conditions. Specific details of the
assumptions included in the CalSim-II modeling are included in Table 21 in Chapter 2, “CALSIM,” of DEIS Modeling Appendix. In the
modeling many other water supply and water quality requirements must
be met to allow exports. These Delta wide requirements are met with
the additional releases from the enlarged Shasta reservoir allowing
additional pumping. The results of this modeling include the system
response to the project including changes in reservoir storages, releases,
stream flows, and Delta exports. These results are summarized in the
text with full results included in Chapter 6, "Hydrology, Hydraulics and
Water Management."
Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available
Information,” and Master Comment Response EI-7, “Bay Delta
Conservation Plan Too Speculative to Provide Meaningful Quantitative
Cumulative Analysis in SLWRI EIS.”
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EWC-125: Thank you for your comment. Please see Master Comment
Response Gen-1, “Comment Included as Part of the Record.” DWR,
Reclamation, USFWS, and NMFS jointly prepared the Draft EIR/EIS
for the BDCP, which was released to the public on December 13, 2013.
As described in the Executive Summary of the BDCP Draft EIS/EIR,
BDCP proponents include only DWR and six SWP and CVP water
contractors.
EWC-126: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-127: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-128: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-129: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-130: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights"
EWC-131: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights,” and Master Comment Response CEQA-1, “CEQA
Compliance.”
EWC-132: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-133: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-134: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-135: Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water
Rights.”
EWC-136: Chapter 13, “Wildlife Resources,” Section 13.3.4, “Direct
and Indirect Effects,” describes impacts to downstream wildlife
resources from each of the action alternatives.
Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water Rights.”
EWC-137: As stated in DEIS Chapter 10, "Agricultural Resources,"
Section 10.1.2, "Important Farmland," the San Joaquin Valley lost 66
percent of its irrigated farmland to long-term land idling in Fresno,
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Kings, and Kern counties. The Fresno County decrease—more than
56,000 acres—was particularly notable and is associated with salinity
and drought-related land retirement on the west side of the valley. As
stated in Chapter 10, Section10.3.4 "Direct and Indirect Effects," the
action alternatives would help reduce estimated future agricultural water
shortages in the CVP/SWP service areas by increasing dry and critical
year water supplies for agricultural deliveries. Chapter 7, "Water
Quality," Section 7.1 "Overview of Water Quality Conditions,"
describes that soil salinity is an issue in the CVP service areas.
EWC-138: Reclamation is exercising its water rights in accordance with
the terms and conditions of its water right permits, applicable water
rights decisions, and state and federal law.
EWC-139: Comment noted.
EWC-140: Please refer to Master Comment Response BDCP-1,
“Relationship of the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” and
Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water Rights.”
EWC-141: Reclamation works with the State Board on all issues related
to its water right petitions, including protests.
Please refer to Master Comment Response WR-1, “Water Rights.”
EWC-142: Chapter 6, “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water
Management,” Section 6.2, “Regulatory Framework” of the DEIS
describes how State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) approval
policies require water transfers from north of Delta to south of Delta be
consistent with the Joint Point of Diversion and D-1641 Water Rights
Decisions. Water transfers are regulated by the SWRCB and must
comply with the California Water Code Sections 1725-1732 and
transferees must demonstrate that there is no harm to other users in the
Basin, including fish and wildlife resources. None of the action
alternatives evaluated in the DEIS would have any effect on the water
transfer program between north of Delta and south of Delta contractors
and therefore is not evaluated in the DEIS.
EWC-143: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-144: Chapter 6, “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water
Management,” Section 6.1.7 “Groundwater Resources” of the DEIS
describes groundwater levels and budget and groundwater quality for the
Shasta Lake and vicinity, the Upper Sacramento River area, the Lower
Sacramento River and Delta area, and the CVP/SWP service areas.
Chapter 6 “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Section
6.2.1 “Regulatory Framework” of the DEIS describes the Federal, State,
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and local regulatory framework for the SLWRI, as it relates to that
resource area. Chapter 6 “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water
Management,” Section 6.3.2 “Criteria for Determining Significance of
Effects” of the DEIS describes the manner in which potential impacts on
groundwater resources are evaluated. As described in Chapter 6,
“Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water Management,” Sections 6.3.3,
“Direct and Indirect Effects,” and 6.3.4, “Mitigation Measures,” of the
DEIS, no groundwater resources mitigation measures are proposed for
the action alternatives because no potentially significant impacts have
been identified (Impact H&H-12 “change in groundwater levels”).
Impact H&H-13 (“change in groundwater quality") could result in
beneficial impacts, so no mitigation is needed.
EWC-145: Chapter 6 “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water
Management,” Section 6.2 “Regulatory Framework” of the DEIS
describes how State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) approval
policies require water transfers from north of Delta to south of Delta be
consistent with the Joint Point of Diversion and D-1641 Water Rights
Decisions. Water transfers are regulated by the SWRCB and must
comply with the California Water Code Sections 1725-1732 and
transferees must demonstrate that there is no harm to other users in the
Basin, including fish and wildlife resources. None of the action
alternatives evaluated in the DEIS would have any effect on the water
transfer program between north of Delta and south of Delta contractors
and therefore is not evaluated in the DEIS.
EWC-146: Chapter 6 “Hydrology, Hydraulics, and Water
Management,” Section 6.2 “Regulatory Framework” of the DEIS
describes how State Water Resources Control Board (SWRCB) approval
policies require water transfers from north of Delta to south of Delta be
consistent with the Joint Point of Diversion and D-1641 Water Rights
Decisions. Water transfers are regulated by the SWRCB and must
comply with the California Water Code Sections 1725-1732 and
transferees must demonstrate that there is no harm to other users in the
Basin, including fish and wildlife resources. None of the action
alternatives evaluated in the DEIS would have any effect on the water
transfer program between north of Delta and south of Delta contractors
and therefore is not evaluated in the DEIS.
EWC-147: The Climate Change Modeling Appendix provides an
assessment of the potential to achieve the objectives of the SLWRI
under projected future climate change. See Master Comment Response
CC-1, “Climate Change Uncertainty and Related Evaluations,” for a
description of the differences between the Appendix and the information
used in the DEIS chapters. Please refer to Master Comment Response
NEPA-2, “Cumulative Impacts.”
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EWC-148: The potential exposure to sensitive receptors to substantial
pollutant concentrations is discussed under Impact AQ-3 (CP1), in
Chapter 5, “Air Quality and Climate.” The analysis explains “there are
no sensitive receptors near the dam raise areas” and recognizes that
“there may be sensitive receptors near the some of the lands that would
be cleared before inundation by the expanded reservoir.” On the same
page the analysis states, “There are no sensitive receptors within onehalf mile of the dam site, and sensitive receptors would not be exposed
to diesel PM from that source” (i.e., construction activity at the dam
site).
The commenter provides no evidence that any particular sensitive
receptor was overlooked. The commenter also provides no evidence that
the air quality effects at specific, more-distance sensitive receptors
should have been analyzed in greater detail.
EWC-149: The commenter provides ARB’s definition of air quality
sensitive receptors.
EWC-150: The commenter provides no suggestion about the approach
that should be followed or a source of wind data representative of
meteorological conditions at the project site. Page 1-3 of the Air Quality
and Climate Technical Report in the Physical Resources Appendix
explains that “the predominant wind direction and speed, measured at
the Red Bluff Station, is from the north-northwest at 9 miles per hour
(ARB 1994).” It is questionable, however, whether the wind conditions
at the project site are similar to those in Red Bluff given the varying
topography and surface roughness characteristics. To the knowledge of
Reclamation and its consultants, there is no wind data collected in closer
proximity to the project site. Thus, there is no data Reclamation could
use to define a radius or wind rose of wind directional tendencies
representative of the project site.
The commenter also states that the air quality analysis fails to indicate
whether sensitive receptors are located in the Primary Study Area.
Whether receptors are located inside or outside the Primary Study Area
is less important than their proximity to activities that generate TAC
emissions. Because it would not make sense to apply the same study
area for all resource topics (i.e., air quality, noise, geology, agriculture),
page 5-1 the EIS explains that the primary study area for the air quality
analysis has two primary study areas—local and regional. The area of
local concern includes areas proximate to where high levels of
construction activity would occur. The area of regional concern is
defined by the affected air basins and Figure 5-1 shows the locations of
both the air basins and Shasta County Air Quality Management
District’s (SCAQMD) jurisdiction.
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The commenter also argues that the analysis fails to show the precise
locations of sensitive receptors and substantiate why they are far enough
from the emissions sources to warrant a less-than-significant impact
conclusion. Impact AQ-3 (CP1), which begins on page 5-41 of the
DEIS, discusses the potential for construction activities to expose
sensitive receptors to substantial concentrations of CO, PM10, PM2.5,
and toxic air contaminants (TAC). The analysis focuses on the intensity
in which emissions would be generated and the effectiveness of the
required dust control measures, as well as the exhaust control measures
that would be required by SCAQMD Rule 2:7. Because it was
determined that the emissions sources would be adequately controlled a
detailed examination of the particular locations of the nearest sensitive
receptors and dispersion characteristics of the area is not needed.
The commenter provides no evidence that any particular sensitive
receptor was overlooked. The commenter also provides no evidence that
the air quality effects at specific, more-distance sensitive receptors
should have been analyzed in greater detail.
EWC-151: The commenter claims that the analysis fails to show a ready
comparison between the levels of construction-generated emissions for
the project and the air quality criteria used by SCAQMD.
The analysis of criteria air pollutants and precursors generated during
construction activity under CP1 is in Chapter 5, “Air Quality and
Climate,” Section 5.3.4, “Direct and Indirect Effects,” of the Draft EIS.
Daily mass emission levels are estimated for each project element of
CP-1 and summarized in Table 5-4. Chapter 5 states, “As seen in Table
5-4, ROG, NOX, and PM emissions for several of the individual project
elements could exceed applicable Shasta County thresholds, which
would result in a significant impact.” Thus, the mass emission thresholds
recommended by SCAQMD and the Tehama County Air Pollution
Control District (TCAPCD) shown in Chapter 5 were used to determine
significance.
The commenter also claims that the analysis fails to show how many
days of violations, if any, would occur based on construction activity.
The precision in which the analysis can estimate the number of days
mass emission thresholds would be exceeded is limited based on the
accuracy of the projected construction schedule for each CP.
Nonetheless, Figures 5-2 through 5-8 show how the maximum daily
construction emissions of each criteria air pollutant and precursor are
projected to change over the course of the construction schedule.
EWC-152: The commenter questions why the GHG analysis uses the
mass emission threshold of 25,000 MT CO 2 e/year after providing a
review of some other, smaller mass emission thresholds that are
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discussed in a 2008 white paper by the California Air Pollution Control
Officers Association (CAPCOA 2008 ). There are multiple reasons why
the GHG analysis applied a threshold of 25,000 MT CO 2 e/year. First, in
the disclaimer to its white paper CAPCOA openly states, “This paper is
intended as a resource, not a guidance document. It is not intended, and
should not be interpreted, to dictate the manner in which an air district or
lead agency chooses to address greenhouse gas emissions in the context
of its review of projects under CEQA” (CAPCOA 2008). CAPCOA’s
disclaimer further states, “This paper is intended as a resource, not a
guidance document. It is not intended, and should not be interpreted, to
dictate the manner in which an air district or lead agency chooses to
address greenhouse gas emissions in the context of its review of projects
under CEQA.” This statement accurately reflects the fact that the
approaches and project-specific thresholds for evaluating GHGs by
government agencies and CEQA practitioners have rapidly evolved
since the passage of AB 32 and continues to do so. Also, CAPCOA’s
publication specifically focuses on the use of various thresholds for
CEQA documents and includes no mention of NEPA. This distinction is
important given that Reclamation wrote the DEIS primarily to comply
with NEPA.
The Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ) has provided draft
guidance for federal lead agencies, such as Reclamation, to address
impacts of GHG emissions in NEPA analyses. CEQ’s draft guidelines
include the following section:
If a proposed action would be reasonably anticipated to cause direct
emissions of 25,000 metric tons or more of CO2 equivalent GHG
emissions on an annual basis, agencies should consider this an indicator
that a quantitative and qualitative assessment may be meaningful to
decision makers and the public. For long-term actions that have annual
direct emissions of less than 25,000 metric tons of CO2 equivalent, CEQ
encourages federal agencies to consider whether the action’s long-term
emissions should receive similar analysis. CEQ does not propose this as
an indicator of a threshold of significant effects, but rather as an
indicator of a minimum level of GHG emissions that may warrant some
description in the appropriate NEPA analysis for agency actions
involving direct emissions of GHGs (CEQ 2010: p. 1-2).
While CEQ suggests that an emissions level that 25,000 MT CO2e/year
is “an indicator that a quantitative and qualitative assessment may be
meaningful to decision makers and the public,” Reclamation has decided
to apply this level as the threshold for determining whether the net
change in GHG emissions associated with project alternatives would be
significant.
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Furthermore, the commenter does not provide any evidence or reasoning
to suggest that a smaller mass emission threshold would be more
appropriate for this particular project or projects of this type.
EWC-153: Please refer to Master Comment Response AQ-4,
“Greenhouse Gas Emissions Associated with Cement Production.”
EWC-154: The commenter challenges the assumption in the GHG
analysis that fossil fuel based-power plants would be used to generate
electricity if the increase in hydropower generation does not occur. The
commenter suggests this assumption is invalid because “fossil fuel
plants provide baseline loads while hydropower tends to meet peak time
load needs because hydro generation can be easily ramped up to meet
heavy load peaks.” While it is true that most baseload generation is
provided by fossil fuel-based power it is also true that most peaker
power plants, which are power plants that generally run only when there
is a high demand, are fossil fuel-based. According to the recent list of
operational power plants in California provided by the CEC, there are
1,237 operating power plants in California (0.1 MW or greater) and all
49 of the listed peaker plant are powered by natural gas or diesel (CEC
2013 ). (Also, none of the 366 listed hydroelectric plants are listed as
peaker plants.) Please refer to Master Comment Response AQ-1,
“Offsetting Greenhouse Gas Emissions with Increased Hydropower,” for
an explanation about why it was assumed that fossil fuel-based power
would be generated but for the increased hydropower production at
Shasta Dam.
EWC-155: Comment noted.
EWC-156: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs to
project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. A
response to this comment is not required under NEPA because the
comment does not raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA
Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4(b)). The commenter's calculation of
“Cost of Annual Yield per Acre-foot” is inconsistent with the cost
allocation process described in the Federal planning process identified in
the U.S. Water Resources Council’s 1983 Economic and Environmental
Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources
Implementation Studies (P&G). As described in Master Comment
Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,” an updated cost
allocation was included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report. This
comment was included as part of the record and made available to
decision makers before a final decision on the proposed project.
EWC-157: Comment noted.
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EWC-158: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment
Response ALTD-2, “Alternative Development- Anadromous Fish
Survival,” Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and
Objectives,” Master Comment Response DSFISH-8, “National Marine
Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish Restoration Program
Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions,” and Master Comment
Response DSFISH-3, “Fish Habitat Restoration.”
EWC-159: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-8,
“National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan, Anadromous Fish
Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological Opinions.”
EWC-160: SLWRI alternatives include measures to reduce reliance on
the Delta. SLWRI action alternatives include a water conservation
program, under the “Reduce Demand” management measure common to
all action alternatives. This program would help reduce reliance on
imported water supplies, including those from the Delta. The water
conservation program would be for new water supplies that would be
created by the project to augment current water use efficiency practices.
The proposed program would consist of a 10-year initial program to
which Reclamation would allocate approximately $1.6 million to $3.8
million to fund water conservation efforts. Funding would be
proportional to additional water supplies delivered and would focus on
assisting project beneficiaries (agencies receiving increased water
supplies because of the project), with developing new or expanded urban
water conservation, agricultural water conservation, and water recycling
programs. Program actions would be a combination of technical
assistance, grants, and loans to support a variety of water conservation
projects, such as recycled wastewater projects, irrigation system
retrofits, and urban utilities retrofit and replacement programs. The
program could be established as an extension of existing Reclamation
programs, or as a new program through teaming with cost-sharing
partners. Combinations and types of water use efficiency actions funded
would be tailored to meet the needs of identified cost-sharing partners,
including consideration of cost-effectiveness at a regional scale for
agencies receiving funding.
SLWRI will not alter current reliance on the Delta in regards to water
contracts and regulations. Water operations under SLWRI action
alternatives are described in DEIS in Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section
2.3, “Action Alternatives.” SLWRI action alternatives do not include
changes to any rules and regulations that govern operations at Shasta
Dam in the form of flood control requirements, flow requirements, water
quality requirements, and water supply commitments that govern
operations at Shasta Dam. Also SLWRI action alternatives do not
include increases in CVP or SWP water contract amounts.
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Estimated increases in water supply deliveries under SLWRI action
alternatives would be due to an increase in the reliability of CVP and
SWP water supplies resulting in a reduction in previously unmet
contract amounts.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1, “Alternative
Development- Water Supply Reliability,” Master Comment Response
P&N-1, “Purpose and Need and Objectives,” and Master Comment
Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS and Process to Determine
Federal Interest.”
EWC-161: The Q5 climate projections is not the “central tendencies of
the four quadrant scenarios” rather it is formed from ensemble members
not included in the other 4 quadrant scenarios. (See appendix reference
Reclamation (2013) for a detailed explanation of the methods used to
develop socioeconomic-climate scenarios used in the sensitivity
analyses). The purpose of forming the Q1 through Q5 ensemble
informed projections is to address a wide range of potential future
climates so that the effects of future climate uncertainty can be
addressed in the sensitivity analysis. The socioeconomic-climate
scenarios employed in the Climate Change Modeling appendix are nonstationary projections of future conditions. Please refer to figures 3-1
through 3-6 in the Climate Change Modeling Appendix for examples of
non-stationary socioeconomic scenarios and figure 3-9 for an example
of non-stationary climate projections. Because inter-annual variability is
not well simulated by GCMs, the inter-annual variability present in the
climate projections was based on the variability present in the historical
hydrology sequence. See Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed
discussions of GCM projection limitations.
Three bracketing socioeconomic climate scenarios were presented in the
appendix however all projections plus a no climate change projection
were simulated. The five ensemble informed climate projections are
formed from independent groups of individual projections. The “central
tendency” projection includes those projections bounded by the 25th to
75th percentiles of all projections for changes in temperature and
precipitation. The remaining 4 representative projections were formed
from the 10 near projections to the 10th and 90th percentiles of
projections of changes in temperature and precipitation. For more
details on the methods used to develop the climate projections see
Reclamation (2013) in the Climate Change Modeling appendix. The
socioeconomic-climate scenarios employed in the Climate Change
Modeling appendix are non-stationary projections of future conditions.
See figures 3-1 through 3-6 for examples of non-stationary
socioeconomic scenarios and figure 3-9 for an example of nonstationary climate projections. Because inter-annual variability is not
well simulated by GCMs, the inter-annual variability present in the
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climate projections was based on the variability present in the historical
hydrology sequence. See Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed
discussions of GCM projection limitations.
Please refer to Master Comment Response CC-2, “Climate Change
Projections.”
EWC-162: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-163: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1,
“Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest,” Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,” and
Master Comment Response CC-1, “Climate Change Uncertainty and
Related Evaluations.”
EWC-164: The comment appears to be based on numbers extracted
from the Climate Change analysis. The purpose of the climate change
analysis is to address a wide range of potential future climates so that the
effects of future climate uncertainty can be addressed in the sensitivity
analysis. The results presented in the document were developed using a
different set of assumptions, input data, and modeling tools and should
not be directly compared to results of the modeling and analysis
performed to support impact analysis in the EIS.
The socioeconomic-climate scenarios employed in the Climate Change
Modeling appendix are non-stationary projections of future conditions.
Please refer to figures 3-1 through 3-6 in the Climate Change Modeling
Appendix for examples of non-stationary socioeconomic scenarios and
figure 3-9 for an example of non-stationary climate projections.
Because inter-annual variability is not well simulated by GCMs, the
inter-annual variability present in the climate projections was based on
the variability present in the historical hydrology sequence. See
Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed discussions of GCM projection
limitations.
Three bracketing socioeconomic climate scenarios were presented in the
appendix however all projections plus a no climate change projection
were simulated. The five ensemble informed climate projections are
formed from independent groups of individual projections. The “central
tendency” projection includes those projections bounded by the 25th to
75th percentiles of all projections for changes in temperature and
precipitation. The remaining 4 representative projections were formed
from the 10 near projections to the 10th and 90th percentiles of
projections of changes in temperature and precipitation. For more
details on the methods used to develop the climate projections see
Reclamation (2013) in the Climate change Modeling Appendix. The
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socioeconomic-climate scenarios employed in the Climate Change
Modeling appendix are non-stationary projections of future conditions.
See figures 3-1 through 3-6 for examples of non-stationary
socioeconomic scenarios and figure 3-9 for an example of nonstationary climate projections. Because inter-annual variability is not
well simulated by GCMs, the inter-annual variability present in the
climate projections was based on the variability present in the historical
hydrology sequence. See Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed
discussions of GCM projection limitations.
Please refer to Master Comment Response CC-2, “Climate Change
Projections.”
EWC-165: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing.”
EWC-166: As described in Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” evaluations of
economic feasibility were not included in the DEIS, because they are not
required under NEPA. Accordingly, a cost-benefit analysis was not
included in the DEIS. Additionally, a preferred alternative was not
identified in the DEIS, and is not required under NEPA. A preliminary
cost-benefit analysis was included in the SLWRI Draft Feasibility
Report, which was released to the public in February 2012. Estimated
costs and benefits of action alternatives presented in the Draft Feasibility
Report were determined by comparison of the with-project (action
alternative) and without-project (No-Action Alternative) conditions,
consistent with the Federal planning process identified in the U.S. Water
Resources Council’s 1983 Economic and Environmental Principles and
Guidelines for Water and Related Land Resources Implementation
Studies (P&G). Evaluations in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report,
including economic feasibility evaluations, were updated based on
alternatives refinements and updated CVP and SWP operational
assumptions included in the SLWRI DEIS, including the 2008 Longterm Operation BA, 2008 USFWS BO, and 2009 NMFS BO. Please
refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS and
Process to Determine Federal Interest,” Master Comment Response
COST/BEN-2, “Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,”
and Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best Available Information.”
EWC-167: As described in Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” evaluations in
the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report were updated based on alternatives
refinements and updated CVP and SWP operational assumptions
included in the SLWRI DEIS, including the 2008 Long-Term Operation
BA, 2008 USFWS BO, and 2009 NMFS BO. Updated cost-benefit
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analyses for all comprehensive plans, including CP5, will be included as
part of these updated evaluations. Please refer to Master Comment
Response COST/BEN-1, “Intent of EIS and Process to Determine
Federal Interest,” and Master Comment Response GEN-4, “Best
Available Information.”
EWC-168: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
EWC-169: Please refer to Master Comment Response WSR-8, “Action
Alternatives Don’t Meet All Water Demands.”
EWC-170: The comment appears to be based on numbers extracted
from the Climate Change analysis. The purpose of the climate change
analysis is to address a wide range of potential future climates so that the
effects of future climate uncertainty can be addressed in the sensitivity
analysis. The results presented in the document were developed using a
different set of assumptions, input data, and modeling tools and should
not be directly compared to results of the modeling and analysis
performed to support impact analysis.
The socioeconomic-climate scenarios employed in the Climate Change
Modeling appendix are non-stationary projections of future conditions.
Please refer to figures 3-1 through 3-6 in the Climate Change Modeling
Appendix for examples of non-stationary socioeconomic scenarios and
figure 3-9 for an example of non-stationary climate projections.
Because inter-annual variability is not well simulated by GCMs, the
inter-annual variability present in the climate projections was based on
the variability present in the historical hydrology sequence. See
Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed discussions of GCM projection
limitations.
Three bracketing socioeconomic climate scenarios were presented in the
appendix however all projections plus a no climate change projection
were simulated. The five ensemble informed climate projections are
formed from independent groups of individual projections. The “central
tendency” projection includes those projections bounded by the 25th to
75th percentiles of all projections for changes in temperature and
precipitation. The remaining 4 representative projections were formed
from the 10 near projections to the 10th and 90th percentiles of
projections of changes in temperature and precipitation. For more
details on the methods used to develop the climate projections see
Reclamation (2013) in the Climate change Modeling Appendix. The
socioeconomic-climate scenarios employed in the Climate Change
Modeling appendix are non-stationary projections of future conditions.
See figures 3-1 through 3-6 for examples of non-stationary
socioeconomic scenarios and figure 3-9 for an example of non-
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stationary climate projections. Because inter-annual variability is not
well simulated by GCMs, the inter-annual variability present in the
climate projections was based on the variability present in the historical
hydrology sequence. See Reclamation (2011a) for more detailed
discussions of GCM projection limitations.
Please refer to Master Comment Response CC-2, “Climate Change
Projections.”
EWC-171: The operations of enlarged Shasta have little effect on
storage conditions in the south-of-Delta reservoirs. Please refer to
figures 3-125 through 3-132 in the Climate Change Modeling Appendix.
Both CVP and SWP San Luis Reservoir storage is slightly less with
enlarged Shasta in both May and September because enlarged Shasta
reservoir operations are intended to maintain higher storage levels in
enlarged reservoir to increase the cold water pool in Shasta for the
benefit of anadromous fish in the upper Sacramento River.
Consequently, with less water generally available for south-of Delta
export, CVP & SWP San Luis storage levels tend to be reduced.
EWC-172: Please refer to Master Comment Response P&N-1, “Purpose
and Need and Objectives,” and Master Comment Response ALTR-1,
“Range of Alternatives General.”
EWC-173: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTR-1, “Range
of Alternatives General,” and Master Comment Response EI-1, “Intent
of NEPA Process to Provide Fair and Full Discussion of Significant
Environmental Impacts.”
EWC-174: It appears that the “5,000 to 33,000 acre-feet” referenced by
the commenter may be based on evaluations in the DEIS Climate
Change Modeling Appendix. As described in Master Comment
Response CC-1, “Climate Change Uncertainty and Related Evaluations,
evaluations,” included in the Climate Change Modeling Appendix were
conducted for sensitivity analysis purposes only, and do not form the
basis of any quantitative or qualitative direct or indirect effect
evaluations, including evaluations of beneficial effects, in each resource
area chapter. Estimated non-monetized benefits of action alternatives are
presented in DEIS Chapter 2, “Alternatives,” Section 2.3, “Action
Alternatives,” and Section 2.5, “Summary of Potential Benefits of
Action Alternatives.” Estimated non-monetized benefits presented in the
DEIS were determined by comparison of the with-project condition to
the No-Action Alternative, consistent with the Federal planning process
identified in the U.S. Water Resources Council’s 1983 Economic and
Environmental Principles and Guidelines for Water and Related Land
Resources Implementation Studies (P&G). As described in the DEIS,
estimated increases in average annual CVP and SWP deliveries during
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dry and critical years under SLWRI action alternatives range from about
47,300 acre-feet (for CP1) to about 113,500 acre-feet (for CP5).
Estimated increases in average annual CVP and SWP deliveries under
SLWRI action alternatives range from about 31,000 acre-feet (for CP1)
to about 75,900 acre-feet (for CP5).
It also appears that this comment is related to allocation of costs to
project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. A
response to this comment is not required under NEPA because the
comment does not raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA
Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4(b)). As described in Master Comment
Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,” an updated cost
allocation were included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report.
EWC-175: Comment Noted.
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the Delta Watershed

FOTDW1-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response
COMMENTPERIOD-1, “Extend Comment Period.”
FOTDW1-2: The SLWRI DEIS is a complex document with an
extensive geographic scope and complexity of issues. However, efforts
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were made to simplify the document as much as feasible while meeting
the needs to disclose environmental effects to the extent required to meet
current legal requirements for full disclosure, including documenting the
absence of significant effects on sensitive resources. The DEIS includes
a table of contents and index, and it was extensively edited by
professional editors as noted in Chapter 29, “List of Preparers.” All
authors were given instructions to prepare the material using common
language and to avoid jargon. In addition, the DEIS is available in an
electronic format that allows the reader to search of the whole document.
In addition, an Executive Summary was included in the DEIS which
summarizes the information and impact analysis of the DEIS to make it
easier for the public to review.
FOTDW1-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response
COMMENTPERIOD-1, “Extend Comment Period.”
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Friends of the Delta Watershed
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the Delta Watershed

FOTDW2-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW2-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
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FOTDW2-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-6,
“Historic Dam Effects on Fisheries.”
FOTDW2-4: Comment noted.
FOTDW2-5: Comment noted.
FOTDW2-6: Comment noted.
FOTDW2-7: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-8, “Native
American Connection to Salmon.”
FOTDW2-8: Comment noted.
FOTDW2-9: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-6,
“Historic Dam Effects on Fisheries.”
FOTDW2-10: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW2-11: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
FOTDW2-12: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN1, “Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest.”
FOTDW2-13: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability.”
FOTDW2-14: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
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Friends of the Delta Watershed
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the Delta Watershed

FOTDW3-1: Comment Noted.
FOTDW3-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
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FOTDW3-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
FOTDW3-4: Comment noted.
FOTDW3-5: Comment noted.
FOTDW3-6: Comment noted.
FOTDW3-7: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW3-8: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-8, “Native
American Connection to Salmon.”
FOTDW3-9: Comment noted.
FOTDW3-10: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-6,
“Historic Dam Effects on Fisheries.”
FOTDW3-11: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW3-12: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW3-13: Please refer to Master Comment Response COST/BEN1, “Intent of EIS and Process to Determine Federal Interest.”
FOTDW3-14: Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-1,
“Alternative Development- Water Supply Reliability.”
FOTDW3-15: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
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33.10.16

Friends of the Delta Watershed
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the Delta Watershed

FOTDW4-1: Comment Noted.
FOTDW4-2: Comment Noted.
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FOTDW4-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
FOTDW4-4: Modeling results show that CP4 significantly improves
production during those critical and dry years when the cold water pool
is depleted under current conditions, which is when Chinook populations
are at greatest risk. By increasing production in these years, relative to
the base conditions, the risk of extirpation of listed species is greatly
reduced, and therefore provides a significant benefit to the species/run.
Please refer to Master Comment Response ALTD-2, “Alternative
Development- Anadromous Fish Survival,” Master Comment Response
DSFISH-8, “National Marine Fisheries Service Recovery Plan,
Anadromous Fish Restoration Program Doubling Goals and Biological
Opinions,” and Master Comment Response DSFISH-5, “Fish and
Wildlife Coordination Act Report.”
FOTDW4-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
FOTDW4-6: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs
to project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS. As
described in Master Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential
Project Financing,” updated evaluations related to economic feasibility
and cost allocation were included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility
Report. A response to this comment is not required under NEPA
because the comment does not raise a significant environmental issue
(NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part 1503.4(b)). This comment was
included as part of the record and made available to decision makers
before a final decision on the proposed project.
FOTDW4-7: This comment appears to be related to allocation of costs
to project beneficiaries, which is outside the scope of the DEIS.
Additionally, the SLWRI DEIS does not include evaluations related to
economic feasibility because it is not required under NEPA.
Accordingly, the DEIS does not identify a most “cost effective”
alternative. As described in Master Comment Response COST/BEN-2,
“Comments Related to the SLWRI Feasibility Report,” and Master
Comment Response COST/BEN-5, “Potential Project Financing,”
updated evaluations related to economic feasibility and cost allocation
was included in the SLWRI Final Feasibility Report. A response to this
comment is not required under NEPA because the comment does not
raise a significant environmental issue (NEPA Regulations 40 CFR Part
1503.4(b)). This comment will be included as part of the record and
made available to decision makers before a final decision on the
proposed project.
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Friends of the River
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the River

FOTR1-1: The SLWRI poster (“Shasta Reservoir Fill and Drawdown”)
used at the July 2013 Public Workshops was revised and displayed at the
September 2013 Public Hearing. The PowerPoints and posters from the
Public Workshops are available on the Reclamation website at
http://www.usbr.gov/mp/slwri/documents.html.
FOTR1-2: The SLWRI poster (“Shasta Reservoir Fill and Drawdown”)
used at the July 2013 Public Workshops was revised and displayed at the
September 2013 Public Hearing. The PowerPoints and posters from the
Public Workshops are available on the Reclamation website at
http://www.usbr.gov/mp/slwri/documents.html.
FOTR1-3: The SLWRI poster (“Shasta Reservoir Fill and Drawdown”)
used at the July 2013 Public Workshops was revised and displayed at the
September 2013 Public Hearing. The PowerPoints and posters from the
Public Workshops are available on the Reclamation website at
http://www.usbr.gov/mp/slwri/documents.html.
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33.10.18

Friends of the River
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Responses to Comments from Friends of the River

FOTR2-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
FOTR2-2: The SLWRI has two primary coequal objectives that must be
met, and neither must impede or harm the other objective. While the
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SLWRI is not the only way to improve anadromous fish survival, the
most efficient way to meet both primary objectives is to enlarge Shasta
Reservoir. The existing Shasta Reservoir cannot be reoperated to
benefit anadromous fisheries without impacting water supply reliability.
Please refer to Master Comment Response RAH-1, “Available Water to
Fill an Enlarged Reservoir.”
FOTR2-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-7, “Rules
and Regulations for Water Operations under Action Alternatives.”
FOTR2-4: It appears that the referenced “Figure 4,” which was
provided as part of the commenter's letter, shows simulated storage
levels in Shasta Reservoir under the CEQA preferred BDCP alternative
(blue) and under the SLWRI DEIS action alternative CP4 (yellow). It is
unclear if the simulated storage levels in Shasta Reservoir under the
BDCP alternative were based on outputs from modeling related to the
BDCP DEIS. It is also unclear whether these storage levels are intended
to represent existing or future conditions for each project.
As described in Master Comment Response BDCP-1, “Relationship of
the SLWRI to the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” operation of new
conveyance facilities and/or flow patterns proposed under the BDCP
would require changes in existing CVP operations. Similarly, operation
of additional storage and/or flow patterns proposed under the SLWRI
would also require changes in existing CVP operations. Reclamation’s
action in relation to both projects would be to adjust CVP operations in
coordination with SWP operations and the Coordinated Operations
Agreement.
FOTR2-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response DSFISH-4,
“Maintaining Sacramento River Flows to Meet Fish Needs and
Regulatory Requirements.”
FOTR2-6: It appears that the referenced “Figure 4,” which was
provided as part of the commenter's letter, shows simulated storage
levels in Shasta Reservoir under the CEQA preferred BDCP alternative
(blue) and under the SLWRI DEIS action alternative CP4 (yellow). It is
unclear if the simulated storage levels in Shasta Reservoir under the
BDCP alternative were based on outputs from modeling related to the
BDCP DEIS. It is also unclear whether these storage levels are intended
to represent existing or future conditions for each project. As described
in Master Comment Response BDCP-1, “Relationship of the SLWRI to
the Bay Delta Conservation Plan,” operation of new conveyance
facilities and/or flow patterns proposed under the BDCP would require
changes in existing CVP operations. Similarly, operation of additional
storage and/or flow patterns proposed under the SLWRI would also
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require changes in existing CVP operations. Reclamation’s action in
relation to both projects would be to adjust CVP operations in
coordination with SWP operations and the Coordinated Operations
Agreement.
FOTR2-7: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-5, “Some
People Support Dam Raise and Others Oppose Dam Raise.”
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33.10.19

International Organization for Self-Determination and Equality
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Responses to Comments from International Organization for SelfDetermination and Equality

IOSDE-1: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources.”
IOSDE-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-6,
“United Nations Declaration on, ‘The Rights of Indigenous Peoples.’”
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IOSDE-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-6, “United
Nations Declaration on, ‘The Rights of Indigenous Peoples,’” and
Master Comment Response CR-5, “Environmental Justice.”
IOSDE-4: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-6, “United
Nations Declaration on, ‘The Rights of Indigenous Peoples,’” and
Master Comment Response CR-2, “Federal Recognition.”
IOSDE-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response CR-1, “Potential
Effects to Cultural Resources,” and Master Comment Response CR-6,
“United Nations Declaration on, ‘The Rights of Indigenous Peoples.’”
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Dale La Forest & Associates
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Responses to Comments from Dale La Forest & Associates

LAFO-1: In the opening paragraph of his letter, the commenter is
concerned about the noise impact analysis in the DEIS and states that the
DEIS “fails to contain a professional and meaningful acoustical study
that accurately predicts such noise impacts.” This comment alone is a
general statement and does not raise any specific issues, but the
comment provides introduction to the more specific comments that
follow. Potential noise impacts are discussed in Chapter 8, “Noise and
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Vibration.” Responses to Comments LAFO-2 through LAFO-28 below
address these specific comments.
LAFO-2: This comment is a general statement and does not raise any
specific issues, but the comment provides introduction to the more
specific comments that follow.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.”
LAFO-3: The commenter states the importance of analyzing off-site
traffic noise level increases during the multiple-year construction period.
The analysis of noise from off-site construction traffic is included within
Chapter 8, “Noise and Vibration,” and begins on page 8-27 of the DEIS.
A more detailed analysis is provided in Master Comment Response
NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” and Master Comment Response
NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing
Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
The commenter also expresses concern that increased traffic noise levels
would result in sleep disturbances. Refer to Master Comment Response
NOISE-2 for additional analysis regarding the potential for constructionrelated haul truck trips to result in sleep disturbance at off-site
residences.
LAFO-4: The commenter expresses concern about the levels of noise
from construction-related traffic at homes located near the main haul
routes along Lake Boulevard (Road 418) and Shasta Dam Boulevard
(SR 151). The commenter provides photos of homes located along these
roadways. A more detailed analysis of traffic noise increases along these
roadways is provided in Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic
Noise Analysis.” The traffic modeling performed for Master Comment
Response NOISE-1 accounted for the distance between each roadway
segment and the nearest residential or commercial land uses. Detailed
input parameters used in the modeling are provided in Appendix,
“Traffic Noise Modeling.” See the table called “Average Annual Traffic
Data and Receptor Distances.”
LAFO-5: The commenter notes that the traffic noise analysis under
Impact NOISE-1 in the DEIS focuses solely on the potential increase in
traffic noise due to construction-related traffic and points out that even
small increase in traffic noise levels can be considered significant. To
address this point additional analysis is provided in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” This analysis focuses on
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whether traffic noise levels during project construction would exceed the
transportation noise standards established by the City of Shasta Lake.
LAFO-6: The commenter states that the analysis of off-site traffic noise
increases near sensitive receptors should have applied an incremental
increase threshold of 1.5 dBA at locations where existing traffic noise
levels exceed 65 dBA Ldn. The incremental increase standard of 1.5
dBA is part of Shasta County General Plan Policy N-g, which is
provided in Chapter 8, “Noise and Vibration,” on page 8-14 of the
DEIS. This policy, however, only applies to roadway improvement
projects that result in increased traffic volumes or increase travel speeds.
Construction- traffic associated with the SLWRI is not considered a
roadway improvement project. Also, construction-related traffic would
not result in traffic noise increases for the long term as would most
roadway improvement projects. Moreover, as stated in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” the City of Shasta Lake
has not established any standards regarding the incremental increase in
traffic noise levels.
LAFO-7: Within Chapter 8, “Noise and Vibration,” on page 8-14 of the
DEIS, Policy N-f from the noise element of the Shasta County General
Plan (2004) incorrectly refers to the noise standards in Table 8-5. Policy
N-f actually refers to the noise standards in Table N-VI, which is
presented as Table 8-7 on page 8-17 of the DEIS. Table 8-7 consists of
exterior and interior noise standard using the Ldn and CNEL metrics, as
well as some interior noise standards using the hourly Leq metric.
The commenter states that the noise analysis should include some hourly
equivalent noise level (Leq) measurements to compare traffic noise
levels to the Leq standards displayed in Table 8-5. The Leq standards
displayed in Table 8-5, however, only apply to nontransportation noise
sources.
Because the routes most heavily travelled by construction-related traffic,
particularly haul trucks, would use Shasta Dam Boulevard and Lake
Boulevard, which pass by noise-sensitive receptors located in the City of
Shasta Lake, a more comprehensive traffic noise analysis using noise
standards established by the City of Shasta Lake city is provided in
Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis.”
LAFO-8: The commenter argues that the vehicle trips associated with
material hauling and worker commutes during the construction period
has the potential to result in significant noise impacts to the residents
living near this project's access routes. The commenter specifically notes
the number of construction-related trips stated in Chapter 20,
“Transportation and Traffic,” of the DEIS.
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Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” for a comprehensive analysis of traffic noise impacts during
project construction. As stated in Master Response NOISE-1, this
analysis used the higher trip generation values provided in Chapter 20,
“Transportation and Traffic.”
LAFO-9: The commenter states that “according to Caltrans, the passing
of a single heavy truck can generate a substantially higher noise level
than 28 automobiles.” While it is true that heavy truck traffic generates
more noise than an equivalent volume of automobile traffic, the
commenter does not cite which source from Caltrans states that truck
trucks are 28 times as loud, or whether that factor is based on noise
levels expressed in hertz or A-weighted decibels.
Nonetheless, the comprehensive analysis of traffic noise impacts
provided in Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” takes into account the proportion of construction-generated
vehicle trips that will consist of heavy trucks. Also, additional analysis
regarding the potential for construction-related haul truck trips to result
in sleep disturbance at off-site residences is provided in Master
Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels
from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
LAFO-10: The commenter expresses concern that the DEIS places no
time-of-day restrictions on when construction-related traffic would
occur, citing key text on page 20-25 in the traffic analysis in the DEIS.
Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 was revised to reduce the potential impact
of single event noise from truck passbys to a less-than-significant level.
This analysis and the added restriction concerning nighttime truck trips
are discussed in Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.” The analysis also results in a revision to the key text
mentioned by the commenter.
The commenter also expresses concern that Mitigation Measure NOISE1 places no time-of-day restrictions on noise-generating construction
activities at the dam site. Please refer to the discussion of constructiongenerated noise at the dam site, which is included in Chapter 8, “Noise
and Vibration,” Section 8.3.4, “Direct and Indirect Effects,” “Operation
of Heavy-Duty Construction Equipment at the Dam” under Noise
Impact-1. This analysis explains that noise levels generated by
construction activity at the dam site would attenuate, through distance
alone, to less than Shasta County’s daytime standard of 55 dBA Leq at
the nearest noise-sensitive receptors. It also explains that considerably
more attenuation would be provided by the change in topography and
intervening forest. Thus, construction noise generated at the dam site
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would also not expose the nearest noise-sensitive receptors to noise
levels that exceed Shasta County’s nighttime standard of 50 dBA Leq.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.”
LAFO-11: The commenter suggests that the existing daily traffic noise
levels, presented in Table 8-2, are incorrect because they are based on
traffic counts from 2006. Traffic volume data from 2006 was used to
characterize existing traffic noise conditions because the Notice of Intent
to prepare the DEIS was released in October 2005. However,
Reclamation and its consultants acknowledge that traffic volumes have
changes on some roadway segments since that time and this is why the
comprehensive traffic noise analysis presented in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” uses traffic volume data
from 2012, which is the most recent year for which Caltrans provides
data at the time of writing the analysis (Caltrans 2014). This approach is
conservative given that the analysis focuses on whether projectgenerated traffic would cause traffic noise levels to exceed applicable
standards and 2012 traffic volumes are generally higher than 2006 traffic
volumes. The commenter also suggests that the traffic noise analysis
should have followed the approach stated in Caltrans’s 1998 Technical
Noise Supplement, which states that “all Caltrans highway traffic noise
analysis should be done in terms of worst noise hour Leq(h)” (Caltrans
1998 :44). Caltrans also makes the statement in the most recent version
of this report, its 2013 Technical Noise Supplement (Caltrans 2013:247). It is important to note, however, that this document is literally a
supplement to Caltrans’s Traffic Noise Analysis Protocol (Protocol) and
the purpose of the Protocol is to identify the procedures for conducting
noise studies and evaluating noise abatement measures of new or
reconstructed transportation projects that are funded with Federal aid
(Caltrans 2011b :1). Caltrans (as well as the Federal Highway
Administration) is not a lead or cooperating responsible agency for the
proposed project and the project does not propose any new or modified
transportation infrastructure, such as a new roadway, expansion of
roadway capacity, or permanent change in traffic volume or fleet mix.
Moreover, Caltrans’s 2013 Technical Noise Supplement acknowledges
that, “Although Caltrans exclusively uses Leq, there are times [when]
comparisons need to be made with local noise standards, most of which
are in terms of Ldn or CNEL” (Caltrans 2013:2-55).
Another, practical consideration is that construction-related truck trips
will have a substantially influence on roadside noise levels than
construction related-automobile trips, but it is not known at this time
whether truck activity would be noticeably more intense during any
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particular period of the day. Thus, identifying which hour of the day is
considered the worst-case hour would not be feasible at this time.
For these reasons, a detailed traffic noise analysis was conducted using
the Ldn standards established by the City of Shasta Lake and this
analysis is provided in Master Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis.” Also, the City of Shasta Lake has not established any hourly
Leq standards for evaluating traffic noise.
Please also refer to Response LAFO-7 regarding the applicability of
hourly noise standards.
LAFO-12: The commenter states, “the consequence of the DEIS having
underestimated the current traffic noise levels is that the true severity of
this Project's additional construction traffic noise is not being evaluated
and mitigated.” Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1,
“Traffic Noise Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2,
“Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site
Sensitive Receptors,” for a comprehensive analysis of traffic noise.
LAFO-13: The commenter states that the traffic noise analysis under
Impact Noise-1 did not use the most recent available traffic volume data
from Caltrans and also points out that some homes are as close as 50 feet
to the affected roadways. Please refer to response LAFO-11 and Master
Comment Response Noise-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis.”
The commenter also expresses concern about the existing noise level of
68 dBA Ldn/CNEL along Shasta Dam Boulevard that, according to
Table 8-2 in the DEIS, has an average daily traffic volume of 5,500
vehicles per day that travel at a speed of 45 mph. The commenter is
particularly concerned because Shasta Dam Boulevard passes within 50
feet of some classrooms at Mountain Lakes High School and Shasta
Lake Elementary School and remarks that, at 68 dBA Ldn/CNEL, the
classrooms are exposed to noise levels that exceed applicable standards.
However, the noise level listed for Shasta Dam Boulevard in Table 8-2
is the portion of Shasta Dam Boulevard that is just west of Interstate 5.
According to the most recent Caltrans traffic volume data (for 2012), the
traffic volume on the segment of Shasta Dam Boulevard just east of
Lake Boulevard, which is the segment that passes the school, carries
average annual daily traffic volume of 1,550 vehicles per day (Caltrans
2014 ). Also, given the posted speed limit of 25 mph along this segment
when children are present, the modeled traffic noise level is 46.8 dBA
Ldn. During the construction period the traffic noise level along this
roadway segment would increase to 54.5 dBA Ldn and therefore would
not exceed the 60 dBA Ldn standard established for schools by City of
Shasta Lake. This modeling is summarized in Master Comment
Response Noise-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis” and detailed input
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parameters, including traffic volume and travel speed, are provided in
the Traffic Noise Modeling Appendix. Incidentally, for the segment of
Lake Boulevard that passes by the schools, the existing traffic noise
level was estimated to be 53.0 dBA Ldn under existing conditions and
59.8 dBA Ldn with the addition of construction traffic. These levels are
also less than the 60 dBA Ldn standard established for schools by City
of Shasta Lake.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis.”
LAFO-14: The commenter expresses concern that the noise analysis did
not specifically analyze traffic noise impacts at Mountain Lakes High
School, which is located at the northeast corner of Shasta Dam
Boulevard and Lake Boulevard. This analysis is provided in Master
Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis.”
The commenter notes that Table 8-7 that identifies that the standard for
transportation noise exposure at playgrounds and parks is 70 dBA
Ldn/CNEL at the property line. The transportation noise standards in
Table 8-7 were established by Shasta County. However, because these
two schools are located in the jurisdiction of the City of Shasta Lake, the
Ldn standards established by the city were used in the analysis provided
in Master Comment Response NOISE-1. Moreover, the analysis
provided in Master Comment Response NOISE-1 applied the city’s 60
dBA Ldn standard to determine whether traffic noise along Shasta Dam
Boulevard and/or Lake Boulevard would result in excessive noise levels
at the two schools. For additional detail see Master Comment Response
NOISE-1. In addition, Mitigation Measure Trans-1, which is discussed
in Chapter 20, “Transportation and Traffic,” of the DEIS, will require
Reclamation and its primary contractors to prepare and implement a
traffic control and safety assurance plan to minimize the simultaneous
use of roadways by different construction contractors for worker
commute trips, material hauling, and equipment delivery. This will have
the added effect of limiting traffic noise on any single roadway,
including the segments of roadways that pass by Mountain Lakes High
School.
LAFO-15: The commenter expresses concern that Mountain Lakes
High School is already exposed to excessive noise because Table 8-2 in
the DEIS indicates that the existing traffic noise level along Shasta Dam
Boulevard is 68 dBA Ldn. Please refer to Response LAFO-13. The
commenter states, “that noise level, especially when updated for the
increased traffic now some seven years later, will be at least 8 dBA
louder than the City's standards allow.” The commenter provides not
substantiation for the magnitude of this increase.
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The commenter expresses concern that the approval of the proposed
Moody Flats Quarry near Shasta Dam would also expose the schools to
noise, thereby contributing to a cumulative noise impact. According to
the scoping announcement for the proposed quarry, the schools would
be located more than 2,500 feet from the southwest corner of the quarry
site with many acres of forest in between (Shasta County 2012 :4). Also,
because the proposed quarry project would include an access road
between the east side of the quarry site and Wonderland Boulevard near
the Old Oregon Trail interchange with Interstate 5 (Shasta County 2011
:1) it is not anticipated that quarry-generated vehicle trips would travel
on Shasta Dam Boulevard or Lake Boulevard.
The commenter also expresses concern about the size of the traffic noise
increase at the school due to construction-related traffic.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” for a detailed analysis of whether traffic noise levels would
exceed the applicable noise standards established for schools by the City
of Shasta Lake.
LAFO-16: The commenter questions the approach used in the DEIS to
analyze traffic noise increases under Impact Noise-1. The commenter
cites statements in the court decision of Los Angeles Unified School
District v. City of Los Angeles (1997) 58 Cal.App.4th l 019 about why a
noise impact determination should not be based solely on whether the
magnitude of a traffic noise increase would exceed 3 dBA. For these
reasons, a more comprehensive traffic noise analysis is provided in
Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” (and
additional discussion about traffic noise is added to the cumulative noise
impact discussion). The analysis in Master Comment Response NOISE1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” focuses on whether construction-generated
traffic, in combination with existing traffic, would cause traffic noise
levels to exceed noise standards established by the City of Shasta Lake.
Moreover, the situation reviewed in the Los Angeles Unified School
District v. City of Los Angeles case involved a school that was already
exposed to noise levels that exceed the applicable local noise standard
under baseline conditions. This is not the case for Mountain Lakes High
School because, as stated in Response LAFO-13, the modeled existing
traffic noise level along the segment of Shasta Dam Boulevard that
passes near the school is 46.8 dBA Ldn. Also stated in Response LAFO13, the existing traffic noise level along the segment of Lake Boulevard
that passes by the schools was estimated to be 53.0 dBA Ldn. These
levels are less than the 60 dBA Ldn standard established for schools by
the City of Shasta Lake.
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LAFO-17: The commenter is critical of the traffic noise analysis under
Impact NOISE-1 because it is based on whether traffic volumes on area
roadways would double and does not account for the fact that a
substantial portion of construction-related traffic would consist of
trucks. The commenter also states, “Each heavy truck produces
approximately as much noise when passing a home as 28 automobiles.”
While it is true that heavy truck traffic generates more noise than an
equivalent volume of automobile traffic, the commenter does not cite
which source from Caltrans states that truck trucks are 28 times as loud,
or whether that factor is based on noise levels expressed in hertz or Aweighted decibels.
Nonetheless, the comprehensive analysis of traffic noise impacts
provided in Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” takes into account the proportion of construction-generated
vehicle trips that will consist of heavy trucks. Also, additional analysis
regarding the potential for construction-related haul truck trips to result
in sleep disturbance at off-site residences is provided in Master
Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels
from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
LAFO-18: The commenter is critical of the traffic noise analysis under
Impact NOISE-1 because the significance determination is based solely
on whether the magnitude of a traffic noise increase would exceed 3
dBA. The comment claims that this approach is inappropriate if the
existing level of noise already exceeds an applicable standard and
highlights portions of the court decision in Grey v. County of Madera
(2008) 167 Cal.App.4th 1099. As shown in Master Comment Response
NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” baseline traffic noise levels along
all modeled roadway segments do not exceed any of the applicable noise
standards established by the City of Shasta Lake. Moreover, the analysis
provided in Master Comment Response NOISE-1 indicates that the
addition of construction-related traffic would not cause traffic noise
levels to exceed the city’s noise standards.
LAFO-19: The commenter states that the traffic noise analysis under
Impact NOISE-1 does not analysis potential traffic noise increases on
Lake Boulevard north of Shasta Dam Boulevard. Analysis of traffic
noise along this roadway segment is included in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis.” Because it is not known
at this time what proportion of construction traffic will travel on Lake
Boulevard and Shasta Dam Boulevard, the analysis in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1 conservatively assumes that all construction-related
trips could use either road.
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The commenter suggests that the existing daily traffic noise levels,
presented in Table 8-2, are outdated because they are based traffic
counts from 2006. Please refer to Response LAFO-11.
The commenter states that the DEIS does not show the existing traffic
noise level or any analysis of the segment of Lake Boulevard north of
Shasta Dam Boulevard. The commenter states that the average daily
traffic volume along this segment is 2,400 vehicles per day, according to
the 1999 Shasta Lake General Plan EIR. This volume was used in the
traffic analysis presented under Master Comment Response NOISE-1.
The web link the commenter provided for the 1999 Shasta Lake General
Plan EIR is no longer valid.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis.”
LAFO-20: Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1,
“Traffic Noise Analysis.”
LAFO-21: The commenter states that “the County of Shasta has a
limited set of noise standards in its General Plan” and suggests that
additional noise standards shall be used in the noise impact analysis,
including a standard applied in Oregon that disallows commercial
projects from increasing ambient noise levels by more than 10 dB during
any hour of the day. The commenter also suggests that the analysis
should apply noise standards based on the time of day.
Shasta County noise-related policies consist of many different types of
noise standards using different multiple types of noise metrics. DEIS
Table 8-5 on page 8-15 of Chapter 8, “Noise and Vibration,” presents
hourly noise-equivalent (Leq) standards for both daytime and nighttime
hours. Table 8-7 on page 8-17 shows the County’s maximum allowable
noise exposure standards for transportation noise. These outdoor and
indoor standards are expressed in the day-night noise levels (Ldn),
which is a 24-hour Leq includes a “penalty” for the noise-sensitive hours
between 10 p.m. and 7 a.m. Different Ldn standards are established for
different land use types. In addition, Shasta County’s noise-related land
use compatibility standards are presented in Table 8-8 on page 8-18. The
significance determinations made in the noise impact analysis are not
limited to the noise standards established by Shasta County. For
instance, the analysis of construction-related traffic, which begins on
page 8-27, examines whether construction-related traffic noise would
exceed any of the applicable noise standards established by Shasta
County and whether traffic noise levels increases would exceed 3 dBA.
Applying an incremental increase standard of 3 dBA for a short-term
noise source is more stringent that the 10 dBA standard suggested by the
commenter based on noise practices in Oregon. Also, the following web
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link about the 10 dBA standard allegedly used in Oregon is provided by
the commenter but it is no longer provides any noise-related
information:
http://arcweb.sos.state.or.us/rules/OARs_300/0AR_340/340_035.html.
Moreover, the traffic noise analysis in Master Comment Response
NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” provides a comprehensive
examination of traffic noise levels during project construction and
applicable Ldn standards established by the City of Shasta Lake. Also
see Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event
Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors,” for
analysis about whether truck passbys would result in sleep disturbance,
which employs single event noise standards.
LAFO-22: The commenter suggests that the analysis should apply
statistical noise descriptors that “address the length of time sound is
present as well as the level of the sound.” The commenter is referring to
the statistical sound level, LX, which is the noise level exceeded X
percent of a specific period of time. (The definition of LX is provided in
Chapter 8, “Noise and Vibration,” on page 8-5 of the DEIS.)
Reclamation and its consultants acknowledge that different jurisdictions
use different noise metrics in their noise standards and that some local
jurisdictions have standards based on statistical noise descriptors.
However, Shasta County, Tehama County, and the City of Shasta Lake
do not have standards based on statistical noise descriptors and the
Governor’s Office of Planning and Research does not recommend any
noise standards based on statistical descriptors. The noise standards
established by Shasta County, Tehama County, and the City of Shasta
Lake include 24-hour metrics (i.e., Ldn and/or CNEL) and/or hourly
equivalent noise levels (e.g., Leq standards in Table 8-5 on page 8-15).
Furthermore, the commenter provides no evidence that different
significance determinations would be made if noise standards based on
typical statistical descriptors were applied.
Also see Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent SingleEvent Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors,”
for analysis about whether truck passbys would result in sleep
disturbance, which employs single event noise standards.
The commenter also overlooks the fact that most local jurisdictions in
California, as well as other states, exempt construction noise during
daytime hours from local noise standards.
LAFO-23: The commenter contends, “This Project's traffic noise will
likely cause significant sleep-disturbances to residents living elsewhere
along the main travel routes to the construction sites.” However, the
commenter does not substantiate this determination.
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Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors,” for analysis about whether truck passbys would result in
sleep disturbance at nearby residences.
LAFO-24: Citing the ruling in Berkeley Keep Jets Over the Bay
Committee v. Board of Port Commissioners (2001) 91 CA4th 1344, the
comment contends that the noise analysis should examine whether truck
passbys would result in sleep disturbance at nearby residences.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.” The analysis under Master Comment Response NOISE-2
includes discussion about the court ruling.
LAFO-25: The commenter contends, “The DEIS cannot legitimately
claim to have mitigated noise impacts unless it can demonstrate the
probable effectiveness of such mitigation as it proposes.” Mitigation for
noise impacts is included in Mitigation Measure NOISE-1. As explained
in Impact NOISE-1, noise-sensitive receptors could be adversely
affected when noise is generated by nighttime operation of heavy-duty
construction equipment at construction sites other than the dam site.
Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 would eliminate noise exposure during the
more noise-sensitive nighttime hours. Mitigation Measure NOISE-1
explicitly states, “Construction activities at non-dam sites will be limited
to the less noise-sensitive daytime hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday
through Friday).” Also, some additional limitations were added to
Mitigation Measure NOISE-1, as explained in Master Response NOISE2, which limits haul trucks from traveling to and from the dam site
during the less noise-sensitive daytime hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.). These
measures are quantifiable in the sense that they are either implemented
or they are not.
The other measures included in Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 consist of
the standard best management practices required by Shasta County for
all construction projects. There is no requirement in NEPA to only
include mitigation measures that result in a quantifiable noise reduction.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.”
LAFO-26: The commenter implies that the DEIS is in error for not
quantifying noise impacts and noise mitigation. Please refer to Response
LAFO-25.
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The commenter notes that NEPA and CEQA require that “even
temporary construction-related noise levels to be evaluated, and
mitigated if feasible.” Construction-related noise is evaluated in Chapter
8, “Noise and Vibration,” of the DEIS and additional analysis of
construction-related traffic noise is provided in Master Comment
Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” and Master Comment
Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels from
Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
The commenter contends that the DEIS “is inadequate in that it
establishes no specific maximum noise levels for construction noise...”
Construction noise is analyzed under Impact Nosie-1 in the DEIS and
additional analysis of construction-related traffic noise is provided in
Master Comment Response NOISE-1 and Master Comment Response
NOISE-2. These analyses apply the noise standards established by
Shasta County and/or the City of Shasta Lake, depending on the location
of the impact. As explained in the analysis, construction-generated noise
is primarily a concern during the more noise-sensitive nighttime hours.
The commenter contends that the DEIS “fails to propose or analyze
reasonably feasible mitigation measures.” Noise mitigation is included
in Mitigation Measure NOISE-1. Mitigation Measure NOISE-1 limits
noise exposure to noise-sensitive receptors by prohibiting noisegenerating construction activity during nighttime hours at locations
where nearby noise-sensitive receptors could be adversely affected.
Some additional noise-control measures were added to Mitigation
Measure NOISE-1, as stated in Master Comment Response NOISE-2.
Please refer to Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors.”
LAFO-27: The commenter states, “The DEIS is inconsistent with the
Shasta County requirement that an ‘acoustical analysis’ is required
because it fails to include any adequate acoustical analysis” and
specifically refers to the requirements listed in Table 8-6 on page 8-16,
which originate from Policy N-c of the Shasta County General Plan
Noise Element. The commenter also provides a bulleted summary of all
the comments made in his comment letter, which is addressed in
Responses LAFO-1 through LAFO-29.
Specifically, the commenter contends that the noise analysis was not
prepared by a qualified person experienced in the fields of
environmental noise assessment and architectural acoustics. In
combination with Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
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Analysis,” and Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent
Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive
Receptors,” the soundness and adequacy of the noise analysis is
demonstrated by Responses LAFO-1 through LAFO-29. Also, the
commenter contends that a degree in Sound Engineering and multiple
years of experience preparing noise analyses for CEQA and NEPA
documents does not qualify someone to prepare noise analyses for
CEQA and NEPA documents.
The commenter states that the noise analysis fails to include any
representative noise measurements to describe the local conditions and
predominant noise sources. The predominant noise sources in the project
area consist of traffic noise on nearby freeways and roadways. A
summary of modeled existing traffic noise levels is provided in Chapter
8, “Noise and Vibration,” Table 8-2 on page 8-9 and greater detail about
existing traffic noise levels are provided in Master Comment Response
NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis.” The commenter provides no
evidence that some other non-transportation noise sources may be the
predominant noise source in the project area. Also, refer to Response
LAFO-7 regarding the commenter claim that the noise analysis should
include some hourly equivalent noise level (Leq) measurements to
compare traffic noise levels to the Leq standards displayed in Table 8-5.
The commenter states that the noise analysis “fails to estimate the
existing and projected (20 years) noise levels at homes affected by this
Project and compare them with the policies of the Noise Element… It
will also have long-term noise impacts due to increased traffic and
altered recreational access that should have been predicted for 20 years
in the future.” It is assumed this comment is about traffic noise levels
because construction-related noise levels would cease after the 4.5—5
year construction period under all the action alternatives. However, as
stated on page 20-25 in Chapter 20, “Transportation and Traffic,” “the
increase in long-term recreational opportunities and additional visitor
days would generate an approximate average of 158 one-way trips per
day to Shasta Lake and its tributaries under CP1, 238 one-way trips per
day under CP2, 364 one-way trips per day under CP3, 658 one-way trips
per day under CP4, and 311 one-way trips per day under CP5.” As
explained in Impact Trans-1, “these additional trips would be distributed
throughout the primary study area to numerous recreational facilities: 6
public boat ramps, 9 commercial marinas, 15 family campgrounds, and
various other public and private facilities. These recreational facilities
are distributed around Shasta Lake and can be accessed via numerous
roadways. Because these trips would be distributed over a large number
of roadways throughout a large area, the additional trips are not expected
to exceed the existing traffic loads and capacities of the street system.”
The additional traffic noise modeling for construction-related traffic
presented in Master Comment Response NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise
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Analysis,” was based on traffic volume increase of 700 one-way trips
per day by passenger vehicles plus 350 one-way trips per day by haul
trucks. Given that these volumes are exceed the volumes projected for
additional visitors and consist of much greater portion of louder, heavyduty trucks, it is not anticipated that the long-term increase in vehicle
trips by recreational users, dispersed among the many different
recreation facilities around Shasta Lake, would result in an exceedance
of applicable noise standards.
The commenter states that the noise analysis “fails to recommend
appropriate noise mitigation for homes exposed to excessive heavy
trucking noise impacts.” Please refer to Master Comment Response
NOISE-1, “Traffic Noise Analysis,” and Master Comment Response
NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing
Off-Site Sensitive Receptors,” for discussion about the potential noise
impact trucks traffic will have on residential land uses and other noisesensitive receptors. Note that additional measures are added to
Mitigation Measure Noise-2 that limit truck passbys, which could result
in sleep disturbance at residential land uses, to daytime hours.
The commenter states that the noise analysis “does not estimate the
noise exposure after the prescribed Mitigation Measures have been
implemented.” Please refer to Response LAFO-25.
The commenter states that the noise analysis “contains no post-project
assessment program to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed
Mitigation Measures.” Mitigation Measure Noise-1, which was revised
in Master Comment Response Noise-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise
Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors,” requires all
the listed measures to be implemented by Reclamation and its primary
construction. This includes the designation of a disturbance coordinator,
with the designated person’s telephone number conspicuously posted
around the project sites and supplied to nearby residences. The
disturbance coordinator will receive all public complaints and be
responsible for determining the cause of the complaint and
implementing any feasible measures to alleviate the problem. This
measure provides the opportunity for potentially affected receptors to
request and participate in post-assessment of potential adverse noise
affects.
The commenter also contends that the proposed project must also
comply with CEQA and the CEQA analysis shall include an acoustical
analysis that meets CEQA requirements and case law. Please refer to
Master Comment Response CEQA-1, “CEQA Compliance.”
LAFO-28: The commenter states that the DEIS must analyze and could
require as conditions of approval a range of common and reasonably
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feasible noise mitigations to be implemented to reduce the Project's
noise impacts and provides a list of 11 different noise reduction
measures. Please refer to Response LAFO-25 and LAFO-26 for
discussion about why the measures required in Mitigation Measure
Noise-1, as amended in Master Comment Response NOISE-2,
“Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site
Sensitive Receptors,” are sufficient for reducing construction-generated
noise to a less-than-significant level.
The commenter suggests a mitigation measure that requires that
construction noise levels do not exceed a specific decibel level that is
consistent with the current maximum noise levels permitted by the
Shasta County General Plan Noise Element and the Shasta Lake City
General Plan Noise Element. None of the noise standards established by
Shasta County directly pertains to noise generated by construction
activity. This is revealed by the policies in the Shasta County General
Plan Noise Element, as follows:
•

Policies N-a, N-e, N-h, and N-n applies to the new development
of new noise-sensitive land uses;

•

Policies N-b and N-m apply to noise likely to be created by a
non-transportation land use;

•

Policy N-c applies to noise generated by proposed nontransportation land uses;

•

Policies N-d and N-f apply to transportation noise;

•

Policy N-g applies to noise exposure of existing noise-sensitive
land uses to future roadway improvement projects;

•

Policy N-i and N-l pertain to noise mitigation measures;

•

Policy N-j applies to railroad noise;

•

Policy N-k applies to aircraft noise; and

•

Policy N-o concerns county-wide noise contour mapping of
transportation noise sources.

None of the policies from Shasta County’s Noise Element, and the noise
standards they refer to, pertain directly to noise-generated by
construction activity. Construction is not a land use. Unlike new land
uses or new transportation infrastructure construction is a temporary,
intermittent source of noise.
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In the same way, the Tehama County Noise Element and the City of
Shasta Lake’s Noise Element pertain to the development of new noisesensitive land uses, new noise-generating land uses, transportation noise,
and mitigation. Moreover, Tehama County Noise Element, like many
cities and counties in California, includes an implementation measure to
restrict noise-generating construction activities to daytime hours as
determined by the County’s Noise Control Ordinance unless an
exemption is received from the County to cover special circumstances.
Given that no standards for construction noise have been established by
these local jurisdictions, that noise-generating construction activity is
not expected to last for an extended period at any location near
potentially affected noise-sensitive receptors, and that most jurisdictions
in California exempt daytime construction activity from their local noise
standards, the noise analysis under Impact Noise-1 focuses on whether
construction-generated noise could result in disturbances during noisesensitive nighttime hours of the day, rather than deriving a specific
maximum noise level standard to evaluate construction noise.
The commenter suggests a mitigation measure that would limit startup
hour to 8 a.m. to lessen the Project's sleep-disturbance to neighbors.
Mitigation Measure Noise-1 limits construction activity at non-dam sites
to 7 a.m. to 10 p.m., Monday through Friday. This is consistent with the
noise ordinances in most cities and counties in California that prohibit
construction noise before 7 a.m. Additional analysis about whether truck
passbys would result in sleep disturbance is provided in Master
Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent Single-Event Noise Levels
from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
The commenter also suggests mitigation that prohibits any off-site
trucking to or from the Project site except during the approved hours
and/or prohibiting trucks from using certain routes that pass close to
residential land uses. Please refer to Mitigation Measure Noise-1, as
amended in Master Comment Response NOISE-2, “Intermittent SingleEvent Noise Levels from Trucks Passing Off-Site Sensitive Receptors.”
As amended, Mitigation Measure Noise-1 requires that all truck
deliveries and debris removal trips that use roadways that pass within 50
feet of inhabitable rooms of residential dwellings shall be limited to the
less noise-sensitive daytime hours (7 a.m. to 10 p.m.).
The commenter suggests a measure that requires the use of noise berms
or walls to protect noise-sensitive receptors from construction noise.
Mitigation Measure Noise-1 already requires contractors to install noise
berms or noise walls where off-site trucking would significantly impact
existing neighbors near those roads.
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The commenter suggests a measure that requires better-than-average
mufflers on construction equipment, mobile equipment, and haul-trucks
to lower their noise emissions by at least 5 dBA lower than typical
mufflers. Mitigation Measure Noise-1 already requires that all
construction equipment to be properly maintained and equipped with
noise-reduction intake and exhaust mufflers and engine shrouds, in
accordance with manufacturers’ recommendations and that equipment
engine shrouds be closed during equipment operation. The commenter
provides no definition of the meaning of “average” or indication that
such noise-control technology exists without impeding the performance
of the equipment or without a substantial increase in cost.
The commenter suggests a measure that requires the retrofitting of
existing homes nearest to the Project's haul routes with sound-resistant
windows and other structural noise-proofing, including air-conditioning
for warm summer operations. Retrofits are generally not feasible for
addressing temporary noise sources like construction. Also, the land use
compatibility noise standard established by the City of Shasta Lake
explicitly state they only apply with windows and doors in the closed
position.
The commenter suggests a measure requiring that off-road equipment be
installed with backup alarms or bells that include a signaling operator, or
use variable level backup alarms that measure the background sound
between the beeps and vary the amplitude so as to generate an OSHAcompliant sound level. The commenter also states that a feasible
mitigation for some noise impacts might include the use of flashing
lights instead of backup beepers under low-light conditions during
nighttime hours. The commenter provides no additional detail about this
measure would reduce construction-related noise impacts. This type of
measure is typically implemented when construction would occur in a
densely populated urban area, or when noise-generating construction
activity would take place for an extended period of time near the same
noise-sensitive receptors. The only location where noise-generating
construction activity would take place for an extended period of time is
at the dam site but, as discussed in Noise Impact-1, there are no
receptors that would be adversely affected by construction noise
generated at this site.
The commenter suggests a measure that requires on-site equipment to be
located away from receptors. This measure is already included in
Mitigation Measure Noise-1, which requires all construction equipment
and staging areas to be located at the farthest distance possible from
nearby noise-sensitive land uses.
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The commenter suggests a measure that requires the use of inherently
quieter construction equipment. Mitigation Measure Noise-1 requires
that all construction equipment be properly maintained and equipped.
LAFO-29: In a concluding statement to his letter, the commenter states
that “the DEIS's discussion and mitigation of the Project's noise impacts
is inadequate and fails to comply with NEPA and CEQA.” This
comment alone is a general statement and does not raise any specific
issues. Responses to Comments LAFO-2 through LAFO-28 address
specific comments regarding the adequacy of the noise analysis and
mitigation.
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Lakehead Community Development Association
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Responses to Comments from Lakehead Community Development
Association

LCDA-1: Comment Noted.
LCDA-2: Please refer to Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects
to Private Residences and Businesses.”
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LCDA-3: Please refer to Master Comment Response SOCIOECON-1,
“Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake Vicinity.”
LCDA-4: Please refer to Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects
to Private Residences and Businesses.”
LCDA-5: Please refer to Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects
to Private Residences and Businesses.”
LCDA-6: Please refer to Master Comment Response GEN-1,
“Comment Included as Part of the Record.”
LCDA-7: Please refer to Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects
to Private Residences and Businesses.”
LCDA-8: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-1, “Effects to
Recreation at Shasta Lake.”
LCDA-9: Please refer to Master Comment Response SOCIOECON-1,
“Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake Vicinity.”
LCDA-10: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-5,
“Relocation of Private Recreation Facilities” and Master Comment
Response PLAR-1, “Effects to Private Residences and Businesses.”
LCDA-11: Details regarding the modification and relocations of roads,
bridges, railroads, utilities, and septic systems can be found in the DEIS
Engineering Summary Appendix, Chapter 4. All costs for the
modification and relocations are included in the cost estimates and can
be found in the DEIS Appendices Engineering Summary Appendix
Chapter 5 and in Attachments 1-4. See also Master Comment Response
SOCIOECON-1, “Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake Vicinity.”
LCDA-12: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-5,
“Relocation of Private Recreation Facilities,” Master Comment
Response RBR-2, “Reduced Public Access Around Shasta Lake,” and
Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects to Private Residences and
Businesses.”
LCDA-13: Please refer to Master Comment Response SOCIOECON-1,
“Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake Vicinity.”
LCDA-14: Please refer to Master Comment Response PLAR-1, “Effects
to Private Residences and Businesses.”
LCDA-15: Please refer to Master Comment Response REC-5,
“Relocation of Private Recreation Facilities.”
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LCDA-16: Please refer to Master Comment Response RBR-2,
“Reduced Public Access Around Shasta Lake,” and Master Comment
Response SOCIOECON-1, “Socioeconomic Effects to Shasta Lake
Vicinity.”
LCDA-17: Please refer to Master Comment Response UR-1, “Effects to
Water and Wastewater Infrastructure around Shasta Lake.”
LCDA-18: Comment Noted.
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